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&fa FIGURE
AS ARTISTS OBJECTIVE

Drawing the human
figure requires a

curious gaze and a

will to keep practicing

even if our first

drawings fail.

Observing and
drawing the human

figure regularly allows

us to adjust our visual

memory to physical

forms, body language,

and facial expressions

in different situations.

The popularity that drawing the human figure has

achieved over the course ofhistory is reason enough to

attract the artist to its practice. Drawing with the perfection

that we observe in the great masters is a seemingly difficult

task, for there are technical challenges in drawing the

human figure that are absent with other subjects.This

compels us to put into practice everything we know about

drawing in order to adequately solve such problems as the

proportion of the limbs in relation to the whole body and
the representation ofvolume,joints, and muscle tone.

Drawing the human body presents a greater challenge than

any other subject, because both artist and viewer arc

intimately familiar with the body's proportions and the

physiology of the human figure. Here, even a small mistake

in drawing becomes evident. For this reason, an artist who
can masterfully draw landscapes, still lives, or interiors may-

make mistakes when drawing the human figure.We often

find the artist exaggerating depth and forms—which
cannot always be read as a product of his particular

interpretation, but of the need to disguise shortcomings and
inexperience in drawings ofthis nature.



We will show in this book that drawing the human body
need not be so difficult. Starting from a simple base and
applying a series of tricks and techniques, the reader will

find himselfable to adequately render a nude figure. The
nude is to be considered an ideal model for a full study of
forms and light. For this reason, when drawing a nude
body, it is important to study the model's anatomy; and also

the lighting, because lighting plays a role in making the
sense of depth and relief more—or less—prominent.

Practicing this kind of drawing sharpens visual perception

at the same time that it exercises our ability to depict

forms.The human figure is a highly suggestive and
evocative subject, which can be approached from many
different perspectives and individual styles without diluting

its essence. From an academic point of view, drawing the

nude is the best form of discipline because it forces the
artist to pay attention to proportion and leaches the skillful

calculation of organically coordinated forms and sizes; from
in interpretive point of view, it allows us to give free rein

to form and contour.
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PROPORTIONS

In order to properly introduce the study of die human figure,

let us set forth a few general guidelines that will allow us to
draw any figure, using a system of proportions that can be
adjusted to the view we have at any given moment. Proportion
is the equilibrium of measurements that establish harmony
among objects—in this case, among the parts of the human
body. Although today artistic license allows the drawing of
figures with specific stylistic quirks, it will be easier for the
novice to begin by following a set of rules that will help him to

draw a well-proportioned figure.



PROBLEMS in, DRAWING
Me. HUMAN FIGURE

In any given era, learning to draw the human figure,

whether nude or clothed, is perhaps the foremost

goal ofany painter. The nude is the most beautiful

and complex ofsubjects, and is often considered the

artist's greatest challenge. Although drawing the nude

figure is widely considered to be very difficult, it is in

fact generally easier than than a portrait, because it

does not require that tiie artist focus on facial details.

Figural Problems
Drawing the human body requires the artist to gather

all of her skills in working with real form and
volume. As a subject, the human figure requires that

we put into practice an entire set of representational

skills as we arrange the limbs in a proportional

relationship to the body; it also requires the

representation of volumes, articulations, planes, and
simple forms and their combination into more
complex ones. Once we can accurately render the

human figure, it is safe to say that we can also take on
any other subject, no matter how complicated it may
appear.

Synthesis, or reducing/onus to

their essential lenient, is a key

factor in drawing correctly.

*•-#"!?,; > i1v->H y
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In order to understand thefigure, it is first

necessary to understand its inner structure.

Wc must observe and infer what b hidden

underneath every pose.



The Secret of Simple Forms
I Icrc's a strategy for approaching

the challenges of representing the

human figure: first, figure out a

starting point for the figure based

on simple forms that adjust to the

contours of the body (we will sec

this in the following chapters);

then, work with these forms until

you arrive at a convincing and

recognisable structure. From there,

the proportions must be carefully

established, making sure that the

figure has a proper equilibrium;

this is especially important when
drawing standing figures. Don't be

discouraged by your first

drawings, which will most likely

look like crudely made dolls—

a

jumble ofsketchy, ill-fitting forms.

The best way to start is to reduce

complex forms into simpler ones.

By combining synthesis villi spontaneity,

we achieve a mote expressive figure.

A drawing of the

human figure

should start

with an oval

representing the

head, and then a

vertical line for

the body. We
then add the

thorax and the

line of the hips,

which connects

the upper and

lower extremities.

Starting [win a simple outline, we

f.m make a geometric sketch of the

human body.



BASIC HUMAN
PROPORTIONS

r

Adrawing is considered ill-proportioned when the

figures head appears larger than normal, or when
the arms seem too long or too short—in other
words, when the figure deviates from what we
consider normal.To avoid disproportionality, we look
to the laws of proportion as represented in an
idealized, conventional drawing of the human form,
in other words, one which possesses a perfect

relationship between the body's measures.The way
we represent the human figure today is based on a

Greco-Roman model, the classical Greek law of
proportion, which was adopted by the Romans and
later resurfaced during the Renaissance after

centuries of disuse.

Body Height
The law ofproportion for the human figure is based
on a unit of measurement that corresponds precisely

to the measurements of the head. According to the

classical laws of proportion, the total height of the
human body should be equal to seven and a half

heads, or seven and a half units. Praxiteles's law
established a new idealization of the human body:
according to this model, the total height ofthe
human body must equal eight heads. In the early

twentieth century, scientific analysis set the proper
height of the human body at eight and a half heads.
All ofthese models arc valid, but for our purposes, we
will use the measurement of eight heads to simplify

our study of the academic figure.

The lew ofproportion based on eight heads fields a

proportionate representation ofthe human body. The
division oj the body into units serves as a referencefor

Cometh/ distributing each element of the body.

Often, artists will use a law ofproportion based on
ten heads for the human body, suggesting a more

stylized, elongated figure with a more expressionistic

character.



Matching Units

A l.iw of proportion based on units is useful primarily

because it allows you to compare the relationship

between the extremities by referring to the divisions

between the units.

In a proportional model, the figure will be eight

units tall and two units wide. Each unit is equal to

the length of the head The nipples coincide with

unit number two. The armpits also coincide with the

borderline between the second and third units; and

the navel is located m unit number four. Unit

number four also marks the position of the elbows,

and is a fairly precise mark for the height of the

waist.The hand is as long as the face, and tile knee is

located slightly above the sixth unit.The knees are

located in the dividing line between the sixth and

seventh units.

The unit system also lets us reference other

significant points that are ofgreat help in

understanding anatomy and lacilitating the

representation of the figure; they are also a useful

width reference when we need to cheik the more

important demarcations.

77«' size n/ the head and the rest oflhc distances between /i.ir/s ofthe body can be

measured with .1 pencil, '/licit, we simply transfer those proportions onto the paper,

especially the measurements for the height and width oflhc body (which, as you may

mall, should equal lav heads).
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The same

imaginary line that

divides llu frontal

view oj the hotly

into two hahrs ran

also he seen in the

nar view of the

hody. 'Ilie line is

mote visible in the

rear view thanks to

the ridge of the

spine.

The Back
When a figure is pictured from the back, the first

feature that we notice is the clear definition of the
figure's vertical axis.The line marking the vertical axis

is accentuated by the backbone, by the ridge that the

spine forms, by the separation of the buttocks, and by
the line describing the inside of the legs.

The Outline of the Body
The outline that marks the limits of the body is

described by the muscular reliefs of the body. Muscles

are fleshy masses that mold the body, made up ofa

special tissue that has the property of contracting and
changing shape when the figure performs an action.

The forms we appreciate on the surface of the body
result from the volume of all the muscle masses,

including the deepest ones, but the ones closest to the

surface are of greater interest to the artist.

Tlie line that marks the spine

shonld he diawn OS the axis of

synnuetr)'; this way, it will

serve as a referencefir placing

the parts of the body on either

halfof the hody.

'llw curve that

describes the spine.

and the extension

of this line down to

the feci, is a guide

fir capturing the

figure's gesture as

I'icu'cd from the

rear.



Tlie shape ofthe body is

defined Ity the bone structure

and the layer ofmuscle

covering it. Tlie muscle is

what gives the l>ody its

contours. IJkc the other parts

of the Itody, the shape of the

muscles can also /«' broken

down and sketched

geometrically.

When drawing a

standing figure,

the weight of the

hody should be

properly

distributed.To

distribute the

weight correctly,

keep the line of

the neck, the

hips, and the feet

aligned, no matter

how much the

body twists.

All muscles are paired and

symmetrical, but a woman's

muscles are less pronowved,

wliich softens the contours ol

her body.

Muscle Pairs

When drawing the volume of the body, it is important to

remember that every muscle belongs to a pair. If you draw a

figure from the front, the muscles should be symmetrical. Another

important thing to remember is that the muscles in tlie

extremities are long and overlapping, while muscles in the torso

arc flat and expansive. Even though a woman's musculature is

essentially the same as a man's, the female body has

a layer ofsubcutaneous fat that softens the

external form. For this reason, die male

body will always display a more

pronounced, voluminous

musculature.

c



PROPORTIONS of/Ac

FEMALE FIGURE
The proportions of the male

and female body are not

much different.The main
anatomical difference lies in the

female body's narrower shoulders

and wider hips.

The chest is slightly lower in

the female body than in the male.

like the male's, the female's waist

is located on the dividing line

between the third and fourth

units, although a woman's waist is

narrower and closer to the chest

than a man's.Viewed from die

side, the arch of the back is more
pronounced than a man's, and as a

result, the buttocks appear more
prominent. One of the most
important factors in making a a

good drawing of the female figure

is placing die waist at the right

height, somewhat lower than a

man's; this is one of the

anatomical features that gives the

female body its characteristic

form.

Despite the differences between the male

i andfemale anatomy, the)' bothfollow the

'. eight-head law ofproportion, although the

configuration of the female's anatomical relief

is noticeably differentfrom the male's.

/



The Outline, Back and Front
The female outline is softer than

the male in its transitions between
one area and another.The
buttocks protrude beyond the

vertical line marked by the

shoulders, and the outline of the

legs describes a diagonal that is

less pronounced than the male's.

Viewed from behind, the most
outstanding characteristic of the

female form Ls the clear contour

ofthe back and hips, which is

clearly defined by the waist.The
relief of the female torso is far less

dictated by the shape ofthe
muscles.

The Female Head
There are several features that

clearly distinguish the female head
from the male. A man's head is

usually more angular than a

woman's, which is generally

rounder.The bone structure,

especially the frontal bone, is more
pronounced in a man's face; a

woman's profile has softer features,

an oval face, and a more bulbous

forehead. Furthermore, a man's

neck is robust, while a woman's is

more delicate.

Drawing from

oval shapes is

useful in

establishing the

main features of

the female body,

and is an

important skill to

practice.

Drawing the female

form based on

geometric schemes

makes it easier to

determine the size

and position ofeach

part ofthe body.

A layer of

subcutaneousfat

gives thefemale

body voluptuous,

rounded forms

dominated by

curves and a

sinewy outline.
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The law of proportion is important for drawing
children, but it is less reliable than it is for adult

figures. During childhood the body is constantly

evolving, and anatomical proportions change a great

deal in a short period of time.

£fc* CHILD
MODEL

A baby's bodyfeatures

very roundedforms that

show thefolds ofevery

joint.

A child's head begins

with two ovals, onefor

the upper skull, and

anotherfor thejaw
and cheeks.

Basic Proportions
One of the basic differences

between a child's body and that c

an adult is the head: a child's heac

is much more voluminous

compared to the rest ofhis body.

This feature is attenuated as the

body grows. In general, a

newborn's height is only three

times the size of his head.When
the child is approximately one
year old, the total length of his

body is three and a half times the

length of his head. Compared to

the head and the torso, his legs ar

relatively short. At four years, die

head is still very large in

proportion to the rest of the bod;

but because the child is taller, his

body now comprises five units.A
twelve, the child's total height is

seven times the length of his heac

and the middle of his body
descends toward die hips.

The law ofproportion is important when

drawing childfigures, but it is less reliable

than it isfor thefigure ofan adult, due to

the great differences in proportions tlwt oca

duringgrowth

.



i the child's body divelops. the

iddlc ofthe body descends. Tlic

iddle ofa baby's body is located at

c navel, uMereas the middle ofa

vliv-ycar-old's body « slightly

vve the pubic area.

Children's Forms
When attempting to draw a child figure, be aware of

its rounded forms, and avoid sharp, angular lines. It's

better to magnify the wavelike motions of the child's

contours than to worry too much about getting the

perfect proportions. Children are in a process of

anatomical development, so it is useless to try to

represent the shape of their bodies with the same

precision that you would with an adult figure, male

or female.

The Middle of the Body
Ifyou draw a horizontal line down the middle ofa

body from childhood through adulthood, you'll see

clearly how the middle ofthe body moves downward
from the stomach. At eight years, the middle lies

somewhere above the hips.The head changes very

slightly, while the arms and legs grow longer.The
drift ofthe middle of the body is basically the result

of the growth of the legs during adolescence.

The Trouble with Live Models
Child models present several special problems for the

artist, not the least of which is the fact that

children—especially small children—can never stay

put for long. So it is necessary to take frequent

breaks, keep them entertained with toys or other

items, and make sure that they assume the pose that is

most comfortable for them.



ELDERLYW OBESE

FIGURES
The shape of the human body depends a great deal

on its structure, so when you try to draw a figure

correctly, it is essential to understand your model's

anatomical features and physical complexion, which
are specific to their age and body type, in order to

personalize the figure.

The Elderly Model
The body of an elderly person is distinctly different

from the proportions of an adult figure. The forehead

is more ample as a result of hair loss, bags appear

under the eyes, the skin is less taut than before, the

chest appears to sag, the limbs arc flaccid, and the

bone structure is more visible.Very little muscle mass

remains, so the shape ofthe body is determined
entirely by the skeleton. As a person grows old, his

skin loses its elasticity and begins to sink, giving die

impression that the bones are closer to the surface.

The skin's wrinkled, flaccid texture crates shadows
in the model, which you can draw by using gray

hatching.

In old age, the muscles becomeflacdd and (be bone structure more

evident. The body hunches over and shows incipient deformities.

Theface is when old age is most readily visible, so it is important

to pay special attention to itsfcaturcs-lbe bulky clothes worn by

the elderly disguise the transformation of their anatomy.



Hie shape of the body is noticeably modified

ihcn fat accumulates in ihe bosom, stomach,

utlocks, and thighs. When drawing an oliesc

gurt, the best thing to do is to start with a

ketch based on oval shapes.

)bese Figures

[here is a layer of fat between the muscles and
he skin that fills in the gaps and softens the

hape of the bones.The fat is barely visible in

he body ofan athletic person, because it adds

inly slightly to the person's girth; but in an

ibese person, it can amount to as much as five

ir six inches, so it plays an essential role in

haping die volume and girth of the body.

This layer of fat is not evenly distributed

lirougliout the body. In men, it is generally

oncentrated in the chest, accentuating the

rofilc of the cleft just below the pectoral area;

1 the area below the chin; in the stomach; and
i the buttocks. In women, fat tends to affect

he shape of the breasts (which grow
isproportionately and look more flaccid), the

hin, the stomach, the thighs, and especially

le area around the pelvis and up to the end of
le gluteus muscles. For this reason, the part

f the body that stands out most in an obese

/Oman is the exaggerated width of the hips

nd the large behind.The other parts of the
ody tend to look more cylindrical, and die

>lds around the joints are more pronounced
ecause the flesh there is fattier.The same
ling happens with the person's facial features,

'hich tend to swell generally; body fat is

articularly visible in the cheeks and chin.

Facialfat can grow to the

point ofcompletely

obscuring the essential

shapes of the human body.

The area beneath the chin

and the bach of the neck

lend to show the greatest

accumulation offal.

When you draw

the face of an

elderly person, do
not hesitate to

make the nose

and ears big:

these are the only

two parts of the

body that do not

stop growing

when we reach

adulthood.

The obese My can also he

reduced to circles and ovals,

whose proportional

relationship can he varied

until you nach the degree of

obesity shown hen:





AND SYNTHESIS

The shape of the human body depends a great deal on its

structure, so an artist's knowledge of anatomy is useful

—

though not necessary—when he attempts to draw a human
figure correcdy. Ifyou have no knowledge ofanatomy,
observation and synthesis is also a good way. Learning to

observe your model is fundamental for understanding how
the figure is articulated, and synthesis is essential for

summarizing or breaking down a subject to its essential parts,

into the elements of the figure that have a plastic and
pictorial value and into the things that convey the presence

and attitude of the figure.The power of synthesis is an

enormously useful tool for drawing, because it allows the

artist to quickly represent a figure in a spontaneous attitude

at any place or time.



sr/«> HEAD
a/?d FACE

Drawing the head and face is an intimidating

prospect, because facial expressions change so

quickly diat capturing them precisely is a goal that

only the most capable artist can attain. Hence, this

section will devote no time to studying the action

of facial features but will concentrate instead on the

relationship of the head, considered as a volume, to

the rest of the body.

The Proportions of the Head
According to the law ofproportion, die human
head equals three and a half times the length of the

forehead, so we will divide the height of the head
into three and a half units. From this division we
derive the following references, which will help you
to draw a well-proportioned head: the top of the

head, die natural hairline, the position of the
eyebrows, the height ofthe ears, the base of the nose,

and die profile of the chin.

Viewed from the front, the human head is like a

rectangle diree units wide and three and a half units

tall. By searching for two lines that divide the

rectangle vertically and horizontally, you will find the

location of the eyes on the horizontal line, and the

central axis of die nose on the vertical line. It is

important to notice that the distance between the
eyes is close to the width ofone eye, and that the

lower edge of the lip coincides widi a line that

divides the two equal halves in the lower unit.

Like that of the figure, tin

law ofproportionfor the

human head Is wade up

ofa set ofmeasurements

or units that determine its

proportions

Tlie starting pointfor

drawing aface is the tilt

linefor the vertical axis.

Startingfrom this line,

wliich divides the [ace in

two, you can begin to

distribute the rest ofthe

facialfeatures.

Once you have drawn the oval of the head,

draw a straight linegoingfrom theforehead

to the lower chin. Divide the oval into three

and a halfparts. The upper line will serve tc

determine where the hairline begins; the

second dividing line marks the location of

the eyes; the third designates the nose; and

the last shows where the chin should go. Tin

mouth is located in the very center of the

last segment.
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Drawing from the General to the Particular

When drawing the head, one should work from the

general to the particular.You must first sketch the

basic structure of the head; search for its generic

form, its most pronounced or prominent angles. It's

enough to draw a set of lines marking the location of

each of die elements that will make up the face.

The Face
Ifyou draw freehand, the shape of the face from the

front should fit within an oval.

Ifyou trace a vertical line to divide the face in two.

you can establish an axis of symmetry diat will allow

you to place the facial features in a proportionate

manner; ofcourse, this is only possible if you draw

the face from the front.

The base of the nose is located on a line dividing

the face down the middle, and the mouth is

somewhat above the chin line.To these lines, you can

then add a line for the eyebrows, which will then

give you an adequate outline for drawing the head

and facial features.

The Head in Profile

The established proportions for the head in frontal

view can also be used for drawing the head in profile.

All you have to do is extend the horizontal lines and
draw each element of the face, only this time, from
the side.The same horizontal divisions used for the

frontal view also match the placement of the parts of

the face in profile.

It's a good tonal

exercise to draw a

head using flat

tones. This

practice consists

of observing die

model attentively

and attempting to

divide the

different tonal

areas into

imaginary

geometric shapes

and then coloring

them in.

Tlicsefom drawings of the head in

different positions show the changes in

the face's measurements when it mows.

Understanding the law ofproportion for the head in profile can he

t'ery useful when drawing portraits such as this one. It is thai a

matter ofsimply adapting thefeatures and proportions ofthe

person you are drawing to the initial measurements ofthe law of

proportion.



97w TORSO:
FRONT „„</ BACK VIEWS

If
you analyze a frontal view of the torso you will

find that this part of the body comprises the

pectoral muscles, a set of thick, wide, pentagonal

muscles set in pairs, which expand or contract when
the arms arc raised or lowered. Notice the

distribution of volumes, the profile and expansion of
the thorax, from the front and the back, and how the

shoulders insert themselves into the thorax in

different positions depending on die view.The neck
gives the torso a great expressive quality, and its

musculature implies the flexibility of the head, so it

must always be shown breaking from the symmetry
marked by the spine.

The sketches Mow show how to begin a drmving of the

male torso. Begin by establishing a vertical axis. From

their, use syntheticforms tofit the rectangularform of

the torso within tins schema; the curve of the torso

depends on the position that thefigure assumes. For a

frontal view, sketch the more prominent mnstnlar

textures, such as the pectoral muscles, the abdominal

muscles, and the pubic line. In the rear view Mow, the

spine marks the body's axis.



The Body's Axis
If you analyze the rear view of the

torso, you will notice that the

spine is describes the body's axis: it

is a line of symmetry from which
the fundamental measurements of

the body are established.

Starting from this straight

perpendicular, we have

constructed a rear view of the

torso, taking into account the

following factors: the distance

between the shoulders and the

spine should be equal, even if

there is a slight incline; the

shoulder blades are the part of the

back that stands out most, and its

relief is most evident when the

model has his arms open.The
shoulder blade is triangular and
should be accentuated with a light

hatching. It's important to notice

that the waist is more clearly

marked in the frontal view than in

the rear view, because from the

rear, the surface of the back is a

continuous whole from the

shoulder blades to the lower part

of the lumbar area, where you can

appreciate the flesh of the

buttocks.

The Female Torso
From both the front and the rear,

the relief of the female torso is less

conditioned by the muscular

structure than the male torso; in

it, the transitions between volumes

are smoother.Two of the

distinguishing features of the

female torso are the lower

shoulders and more prominent
hips. This contour can be easily

represented by two triangles

joined by their vertices.These
triangles should then round out

their profile to achieve the curved

lines characteristic of the female

anatomy.

A good exercise

is to find images

of figures, seated

or standing, nude

or dressed, put a

sheet of tracing

paper over the

images, and find

the location of

the spine and the

line of the hips.

'Hiefemale torso can be synthesized

as two inverted triangles. Her profile

will be more voluptuous and the line

ofher hips will be more visible than a

man's. When you draw thefemale

torso, keep in mind that its edges

should be less pronounced, and more

sinewy than a man's.
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5^ UPPER and LOWER
LIMBS

Drawing the arms and legs merits a few remarks

because it may present problems with

proportion.The best way to draw the limbs is to

analyze them based on circular or oval shapes. By
making a preliminary sketch, we can distinguish

between three well-defined areas of any limb.

The upper limb comprises the shoulder, which is

characterized by the deltoid muscle; the arm, which
derives its volume from the presence of the biceps;

and the forearm, which is shaped by a more
elongated circle. For the leg, we can divide it into the

thigh, the knee, and the calves.

The upper and burr limbs tan be reduced to a sketch of

ovals that will prove vciy useful in drawing the muscular

anatomy of these members in their correct proportions.

You can use an axis or a straight line that

runs throughout the limb in order to

situate the joints in their proper measure

and to better control the effect of

symmetry and the outline of the muscles.

The Problem of the Lower Limbs
The muscles in the lower limbs present a more
complex form, but after a detailed analysis you will

be able to recognize each of them.
The lower limbs are made up of two essential

parts: the thigh, where the quadriceps and the

sartorius muscle lies, and the leg itself, which consists

of the bulk of the tibiae and the calves.The knee lies

between these two parts.The knee is the joint that

articulates both of these parts, and it should look

rounded and prominent when it is drawn. Notice

that ifyou measure the length of the leg from the

hamstring to the ankle, the knee is not located in the

middle of the leg, but a bit further down, so when
you draw the tliigh you should make it longer than

the calf.The calf muscles are prominent in the lower

part of the leg.They begin just behind the knee and

end at the Achilles heel.



Women's Limbs
The female arm is very different from that of the

male: it is characterized by an absence of
prominent musculature, by the regularity of its

proportions, and the delicacy of the line that

defines its contours.The areas of the elbow and

wrist joints are narrower in the female arm. And
the shape of the muscles in a woman's legs is

barely visible: the thigh tapers delicately as it

approaches the knee, and the lines of the leg

muscles are understated, softer than a man's, so the

circle that forms the knee should stand out only

barely. In the lower leg, the graceful calves also

taper as they approach the heel. Generally,

women's calves are not very prominent, but they

do become rounder and gain in volume when a

woman wears high heels.

Women's limbs are more delicate, and they display

a more subtle muscular reliefand a greater

nartounng at the wrists and ankles.

In order to draw the legs and arms correctly,

it's important that you be able to distinguish

the kidy s cadences and differentiate the

positions that the limbs assume, depending

on the pose.

The volumetric

treatment of the

limbs is easier if

you consider the

shape of the arms

and legs as an

assemblage of

three cylindrical

parts of different

sizes.



sr/«> HANDS:
STRUCTURE <„,</ OUTLINE

At the very end of the arms are the hands.The
human hand has nearly as many important

expressive possibilities as the face.The hand is the part

of the body that offers the greatest number ofdifferent

positions. It's important to master its structure and
shape, because when drawing the human figure, the

hands and feet often end up in very poor shape.The
neophyte will often forego the former, or merely

suggest their shape, putting them inside a pocket or

hiding them behind the model's back.

The Hand's Dimensions
Ifyou take the total dimensions of an open hand,

viewed from the back, with the palm and fingers

extended, you will find that the distance between the

wrist and knuckles is similar to the distance between
the knuckles and the tip of the middle finger.This

isn't the only fact that you can ascertain by simply

opening up the palm of the hand. For instance, you
will find that, with t lit* fingers outstretched, the length

of the index finger is equal to that of the ring finger,

and that the tip of the pinky coincides fines up with

the final joint of the index finger.

37k hands should be

drawn in a proportional

relationship to the rest of

the body. It can be ofgreat

help tofollow the general

rule that specifies that the

length of the hand should

he equal to that ofthe

face.

We begin with a square and add a trapezoid shape (1). In the upper

part of the rhombus we draw a curve to the right, and startingfrom o

straight diagonal line, we draw the thumb (2). From the tip of the

thumb we project anothn curve indicating the point whew the fingeis

intersect with the palm of the hand. We divide this curve intofour ant

project the remainingfingers (1). We then erase the stnictural lines

and draw the hand anew startingfrom its characteristic outline (4).

'lite geometric sketch of the hand is completed

with a sketch of the fingers, wliich are

represented by ovals which correspond to each

segment orphalanx.
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Configuration of the Hand
The hand is connected to the arm

by the carpal bones, which form

the wrist joint. The hand has two
faces to consider: the back, where
the tendons and the muscles from

the top of the forearm end, and

the palm, which has many small,

fleshy muscles.The fingers are

made up ofthree small bones

each, except for the thumb, which

has only two. This forces the

amateur artist to take pause and

study the particular form of these

bones; in doing so, you will

discover, for instance, that the

bones arc thinner in the middle

than at the ends.

Synthesis of the Hand
Whenever you draw a hand, try to

reduce the metacarpal area to a

square unit from which the fingers

extend in a radial pattern, or

otherwise, start from the oval-

based sketch discussed above.You
can then continue your sketch of

the hand by representing each of

the fingers by three ovals, one for

each of its segments. If you do so,

it will be easier for you to draw a

foreshortened hand.Thc position

of the fingers is based on a sketch

made up of a series of concentric

arches that make it easier to

resolve the form in any position. If

you can make a well proportioned

geometric sketch it will be very

easy to adjust the details little by

little until you finish the drawing.

Sometimes an

unfinished hand

makes sense in a

nude drawing.

Think of the

fingers as minor

details compared

to the other parts

of the body.

After studying the hand's smutnic, it is important to

practice drawing the hand in different positions.An
interesting exercise is to make a geometric sketch

before beginning the definitive draining, so that you

can understand its stritctnie without dwelling on the

details. This practice also allows you to observe that

the joints in thefingers aw laid out in theform ofa

curve.
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The hip is another main element in drawing the

human figure. It tilts on the axis ofthe spine, and
coincides with the point where the legs flex in this area.

^PELVIS:
THE SHAPE (>, '/C HIPS

The Protrusion of the Hipbone
Because the pelvis is connected to the head by the

backbone, it is constitutes the body's axis. Several

muscles of the torso, the thighs, and the legs meet at

the pelvis, which serves as the main support point for

this area of the body. One of the most important
parts ofthe pelvis, and the one which most
noticeably affects the outer appearance of the figure,

is the iliac crest, which lines up with the hipbone.

Don't forget to draw this bone, particularly in female
figures and slimmer models. Because a woman's pelvis

is wider than a man's, her hipbone is much more
visible, marking a soft curvature from the pubic area

to the top of the buttocks.

In our preliminary sketch,

We uiil sec how important

the lines marking the

inclination of the hips and

the pubis become. As wc

develop the drawing, these

structural lines disappear hi

Javor ofa more descriptive,

controlled line.

When wc make a preliminary sketch for a

drawing, it's important to take into account

the linesformed by the shoulders and the

hips.Vic lilt of both of these lines marks the

equilibrium of the pose-

n
We shouldn't forget to

mark the hip line wlien

drawing a back tnetf,

citlier. Here, the line that

marks the underside of the

buttocks becomes important

as well. Notice the

interesting triangular

indentation thatforms just

above tlw buttocks.



The Line of the Hips
The position of the hips marks an

imaginary line in the body that

we must take into account when
we draw.The line of the hips is

seldom horizontal. It tilts on the

axis of the backbone, coinciding

with the point at which the legs

bend in this area, and when the

hipbone tilts, the backbone
doesn't remain straight, but instead

acquires a soft curvature at its

base. It almost always adopts a

slight tilt, especially when the

body is in a resting position,

which makes part of the weight of

the body come to rest on one leg,

while the other leg remains flexed

and relaxed.This pose is called

contraposto.

1

If you attend a live

model drawing

session in an art

school, it's important

to practice drawing

the hips in isolation.

Understanding the

tilt of the hiphone is

essential to correctly

drawing the body in

any pose.

Tltc pelvis is cammed to the

skeleton by the vertebral column

or backbone, which is always

visible through the ridge that

runs down the middle of the

bach. The bach of the pelvis is

covered by a muscle mass and

by the fat of the buttocks, winch

are much more pillow)' and

rounded in a woman's body.

S

^>Jr

The pelvic area is shaped like a truncated pyramid,

until a large base and a namnv vertex. A woman's

pelvis is shorter and wider than a man's, whieh

allows us to see the smaller bones in the hip through

a layer ofsubcutaneousfat.



&fo FEET:
INNER STRUCTURE „„</ FOR

The feet are not as difficult to draw as the hands.

This is because the feet have much fewer

possibilities of movemcnt.This limitation translates

into a more homogeneous and continuous form with

fewer problems and inconsistencies.

Configuration of the Foot
As a general reference for drawing the foot, we think

of it as consisting of three well-differentiated areas:

the tarsal or heel, the metatarsal, and the area ofthe
toes.The silhouette of the foot is conditioned in large

part by its skeletal structure.The top of the foot is

covered with tendons and tensor muscles, but the

joints, although they are every bit as complex as those

of the hand, don't display a structure as readily visible

as they do in the hands.

Synthesizing the Foot
The geometric sketch of the foot is similar to the one
we use for the hand: it begins with a circle or oval

that corresponds to the heel, another, more elongated

oval for the metatarsal, and various lines or smallish

cylinders to represent the toes. Once the sketch is

done, you can work on the form, profile, protrusions,

and roundnesses of the foot. If you want to give the

foot an athletic appearance, draw a prominent heel

and svelte toes, with very pronounced joints and

phalanxes.

'I'he geometric sketchfor thefoot is similar to the one itsetl for the

hand. It should he defined by a circle that corres[xmds to the heel

area, another ovalfor the metatarsal hone, and several smallish ovals

for Ihe toes.

If you don't want

to make a mistake

in thefoot's

proportions, you can

divide it into three

parts ofequal

length, in which the

first part lines up

with the heel, the

second corresponds

to the middle part

of thefoot, and the

last marks the

length of the toes.

First, we must draw a rectanglefor the leg,

which, combined with a triangle, will

configure the geometric sketch of theform of

thefoot (1). We then add tuv curved lines

to this sketch, the second ofuhich connects

to the rounded Hue of the heel.A right angle

is sufficientfor situating the toes (2). We

then erase the structural lines and very

sloivly drau- the outline of thefoot, this lime

detailing the pratmsion of the ankle and the

toes (3).
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The Foot in Profile and Back Views
Drawing the foot in profile is very simple.A triangle

covers it almost entirely.The shape of the foot is

marked by the angle of the heel, the part of the foot

which supports most of the body's weight.The toe

area takes up slightly less than one quarter of the

length of the foot from the heel to the tip of the big

toe. A frontal view, on the other hand, presents some
problems due to the foreshortening of the toes. But

here, too, you tan sketch a simple triangular shape,

although it will be much narrower compared to that

of the profile.The back view is the simplest, and it

should have as its main reference point the protrusion

of the heel and slight indication of the toes at the

other end.

The Bottom of the Foot
The bottom of the foot is also covered with muscles;

however, these muscles are not as visible because the

skin on this part ofthe body is very thick, and they

all blend into a common mass that spans the arch on

the bottom of the foot.This part of the foot has a

very rounded appearance due to the greater visibility

of the heel and the fleshy, cushioned parts of the

bottom of the foot.When drawing the bottom of the

foot, remember that the skin here has a rougher

texture than on any other part of the body.

Although it does ttot present a degree ofcomplexity as great as the hands, thefoot changes its

appearance depending on the point ofview or on the type of activity it perforins. Our previous

geometric sketches will help us to adapt to these netv circumstances (A and B). Here, as always, the

perpendicular dividing line is ofgreat help in constmcling theform and ensuring that, as with the

fingers, the toes describe a curve and not a straight line (C, D, and B).



CONSTRUCTING THE

"We must measure the body: standing and alive,

concretely, in nine parts with respect to its length. For

able nature has shaped man in such a way that the face

isfound in the highest place, so that it be admired and

offer the other parts ofthe body the principle of its

measure.

"

Pomponi Gaunco: Sculpture, 1 51
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Every drawing must be organized within an rational and
comprehensible order, in order to establish a

comfortable and appealing path for the eyes to follow. In

order to draw a well-proportioned figure, the artist searches

for an ideal of beauty, and finds his tools in the objective

methods founded upon geometry and measurement. But

opposite the purely theoretical systems ofproportion, there

is what we might call an "intuitive" proportion based on
visual comparison and controlled distortion, and we can

translate and accommodate the natural structures of the

body in a looser, more expressive, and less mechanical way
than the model described by the classical laws of
proportion.



0fc UNIT SYSTEM:

MEASURING tAc BODY
The law ofproportions for the human body would

be of little use if this knowledge could not be
used with real-life models.Theory is an inestimable

help, but it is the application of theory to a real

model that determines the final result of any drawing.

Applying the Law of Proportions
Thanks to its measurements, the law of proportions is

truly a useful tool for becoming familiar with (and

memorizing) the distribution of the relative size of
the parts of a figure in relation to the whole. Even if

the proportions of a real figure do not match those of
a classical model, there is still an adjusted

correspondence between the division of the figure

into units and the location of different anatomical

components such as the height of the shoulders, the

chest, the elbows, the hips, etc., which we have to

consider. For this type ofgeometric sketch it's

important to first project the body's line of
symmetry; on it, we will mark the different

measurements of the law ofproportion. If the figure

is shown from the back, we have the added advantage
that the line of symmetry is already marked by the

backbone.

In a standing pone, imaginary ivrtical lines

are commonly used to ghv projicrtion to the

backbone and the lower extremities, in order

to place upon them the corresponding

segments or measurements for each unit.



Cross Sections

We are not always able to find standing figures, which
lend themselves to the application of the law of
proportion, so we must develop a set of rules that

allows us to apply the unit system to figures that are

seated or lying down. A practical method is to draw
cross sections on the body—that is, to draw
"horizontal contours" onto the nude body to show
the imaginary "slices" that correspond to the different

measurements described by the law of proportion. In

other words, we follow the same method as we
would ifwe were to build a cylinder-based form.

In a seated figure, these cuts arc visible in the folds

of the sleeve, the shirt collar, the belt around the

waist, etc.

Measurement Problems
Sometimes we will find that the figure does not
precisely match the classical male, eight-and-a-half-

head model.This is normal. It is only logical that

real-life figures should be somewhat beneath classical

measurements because, after all, classical laws deal in

ideal proportions, not exact ones.What is most
important is not whether the figure measures seven

or eight heads, but that the distribution of the units

be truly proportional.

The classical proportions of

a standingfigure do not

change much, no mallei

how much the body

stretches or assumes

complicated postures. This

system ofmeasurement can

be a good reference.

Applying the measurements

of the classical law of

proportion is complicated

when afigure is sitting, lying

down, 01 foreshortened. In

these cases, we must draw the

figure's supporting inner

structure in a seated position

and try to adjust the

corresponding measurements

to it.

Another systemfor applying the

classical unit measurements is the

oivrlaying of transversal slices, or cross-

sections. Onto the sketch of thefigure

we draw the lines of these sections,

which correspond to the segments of the

classical model, in order to study the

proportional relationships ofafigure in

a kneeling or l)nng position.



GEOMETRY
0J

HUMAN BODY
The human figure can be broken down into

simple geometric figures that easily adjust to its

description. Every pose suggests a general sketch that

should encompass the anatomy in just a few strokes.

It should be a simple form (an oval, a polyhedron, a

pyramid shape, etc.) that is sufficiently rich to suggest

the position of different body parts.

The Geometric Sketch:

Structuring the Whole from Simple Forms
To sketch a geometrical model we begin by selecting

a composite outline—in other words, a simple

geometric shape on which we can inscribe whatever

pose the figure assumes. In this way, the work will

present from the start a more satisfactory visual

layout.The use of compositional outlines in sketching

is an efficient method for arranging the subject and

adequately breaking up the pictorial space, thus

helping to organize the elements of the drawing so

that the viewer's attention, and the focal point of the

drawing, is where
we want it to be.

The basis of every correct

rendering of the figure is the

artist's understanding of its

structure.

The Unman body in its

volumetric representation is

made up of spherical,

cylindrical, and orthogonal

surfaces. These shapes are the

foundationfor drawing the

extremities, head, and torso. If

the body changes position, all

ur have to do is adjust the

point ofview of the rectangles,

cubes, or cylinders.



The Essence of Synthesis

Once the compositional outline is complete, we add

new geometric shapes to describe each part of the

body: an oval for the head, a rectangle for the thorax,

cylinders for the arms, a trapezoid for the pelvis.

Geometric shapes contain the essence of synthesis.

The goal Is to combine simple forms which establish

the form as well as the proportions of the figure. All

of these geometric figures are articulated amongst
themselves by observing the straight lines which
define the height of the shoulders and the tilt of the

hips, and the curve that describes the backbone,

which, as we know, is not rigid, but rather produces a

tipping of the ischion and the hips, and a rotation or

spin that altccts the orientation of the head.

Geometric synthesis consists ofseeing the drawing

as an articulate whole that can be developed

simultaneously in all of its parts, and in which no
single part is more important than any other.

As an auxiliary

system, you can

use a wooden
model that you

can pose however

you like. These

models arc good

for practicing

geomerric

sketches.

In a geometrical representation of

the human hody, abstraction

should continue until we arrive

at a figure made up entirely of

simplerforms. Utile by little, the

bodies will no longer resemble

cubes or spheres and will become

moreflexible, expressm

structures.
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For the amateur ;irtist, the geometric sketch of a figure is seldom an easy

task; nonetheless, it can be simplified by following a few tips.To begin,

the best thing to do is try to sec the figure as a whole and not get lost in

details such as the position of the feet or the shape of the hair. Only after

drawing the general outline of the model, when the basic problems of form
have been overcome and the proportions arc approximately correct, should
we address the details. To make a geometric sketch is to understand the

drawing as an articulated whole, all parts of which can then be developed
simultaneously and of which no part is more important than any other.

.T/,c GEOMETRIC SKETCH:
STRUCTURING //, WHOLE
™m SIMPLE FORMS

Proportions and Background
A figure's proportions should be harmonized with
the dimensions of the background, to make sure that

we adjust the figure to the background in a natural

manner, and avoid having the margins of the paper

cut oft a part of the figure because we didn't check
the measurements beforehand. If necessary, we can
stain the blank page using a paper stump—also called

a tortillon —or with our fingertips, to limit the space

that the figure will occupy. These initial marks are

guidelines that suggest the position and dimensions of
each part of the body, as well as the total length of
the model. The geometric sketch includes a

calculation of the figures proportions, which should
be reflected in the outline.

A tortillon, or

even a charcoal-

stained clorh. is

an excellent tool

for practicing

geometric

sketches. It

produces soft

lines that are easy

to erase or

modify.

Before malting; any

geometric sketch, it is

important to synthesize the

figHK, to try to include the

ensemble Joint within a

simple geometricform.

Geometricforms an used

for controlling proportions.

* \ \

A geometric sketch requires a simple treatment with decisive

strokes. VVc must concentrate on tilt pose and the proportions

and forget all the inner details of litefigure (Al.'l'he guide-

drawing should be a correct preliminaiy representation

of the model which will help us to advance toward

)

y
~>

a more detailed, definitive outline (B).

^



le Vertical Lines of the Body
le first thing we must do before

:tching is make a series of marks

Heating the measurements to

uch we can refer throughout
S entire sketching phase. One
refirc way to begin your
iwing is to find the line of the
julders and the head. It is

jally easier to draw from the

3 down. From there we will

>rk downward through the

dy, drawing synthetic shape's on
landing surface, paying special

cntion to the vertical lines.We
}uld look for directions and
/thins and sec them as abstract

•ms.

rifying Dimensions
awing freehand allows us to

rify the precision of the
iwing's proportions during the

ly sketching phases.When
iwing freehand, the pencil

mid be held vertically with the

n extended before the figure,

th the fingertip at one end and
thumb measuring at the other,

lis will help you confirm the

>portional relationships of the

1 model. From these |

asurements we can draw by
nsfcrring those proportions

to the paper. Once the sketch is

ne, we once again place the

ncil over it to make sure that

: proportional relationships

.ween the different parts- of the

>del are correct.

A.

xiliaiy lines tan be used

ii drawing a geometric

pe, such as these vertical

1

horizontal lines, each of

th serves as an axis and

be used as a reference

» to compare distances.
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SYNTHETIC CONTOUR
and LINE CONTROL

Drawing contours is one of the most interesting

exercises for an artist to practice, because it

centers our attention on the form's limits and

provides a focus that we can concentrate on
regardless of details, tonal values, or possible modeling

effects.

Tlw contour should be an automatic,

gestural draiving, concerned primarily with

the general charactn of the model and its

expression ratlur than with an academic,

perfectionist rendeting.

Method
The best way to practice drawing the contour is to

lake a line point pencil and start drawing the profile

of a figure from a determinate point of view, without

taking the pencil oft the page.The line should be

unbroken and continuous, without erasures,

overlapping lines, or tremors.Your eyesight should

follow the contour of the figure while the pencil

works on the page, responding to each of your

dioughts.When starting on the contour or inner

silhouette ofa new part of the body such as the

hands or breasts, you can refer to the drawing in

order to find the point at which the new contour

should begin. Continue in this way until completing

the contour ofthe figure.

Faulty proportions are typical in this type of

drawing, hut with practice, the artist will

acquire a looser, more controlled line.
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A Great Disappointment
It is very likely that your first attempts at this type of
drawing will prove a great disappointment. Don't be

discouraged: keep in mind that this method requires a

great deal of practice. Once you have gained more
experience, you will be able to vary your speed

according to your reactions, and your line will be
more firm and decisive.The important thing is the

experience that you acquire while practicing this

exercise. Once you master the ability to synthesize

using this technique, you will be able to make studies

and sketches in the studio from memory, and won't
miss having a model to draw from.

Line Control
To acliieve an interesting line in a study, the artist

must use either a very fine instrument or a very thick

one. In either case, you have to work quickly, and
follow the subject's forms with a continuous line.You
can use the tilt of the pencil or graphite to modulate
die line by altering the width of the stroke. A sharp

pencil produces a sensual, fragile drawing, whereas

graphite, which has a thicker line, will yield a more
intense, energetic drawing.The result should be a

satisfactory, uniform line that provides all the

information you need for obtaining the model's pose
and anatomy.

A good exercise

for mastering line

drawing is 10 try

to render a figure

witli a single line,

without lifting the

lead from the

paper, as if we
were drawing the

figure's profile

with a single

piece of yarn. This

helps us develop

our

improvisational

skills and master

synthesis.

The graphite pencil is one ofthe mat
commonly used medio for making line

drawings, but Utile by little, the ball-point

pen hasfound a niche among

nonprofessional artists thanks to thefine,

intense, and tentative lines that it provides.

Synthetic contouring is very usefulfor

making quick studies, when the

immediacy and expressiveness of the

model are at a premium.

Graphite proves more

expressive than a pencil

made from the same

material because it

provides lines ofa

greater range ofwidths

and intensities.



&foVIRTU E S of
KG STUDIES:
//"jGOOD FORM ,/ PRACTICE

The best way to approach a figure and the problems of
representation that it entails, is through the practice

ofmaking studies of a model. Studying the figure based

on a rough sketch is a form of constant learning and
perfecting for the artist.

A Minimum of Lines
In a study of a model, you should situate the principal

lines with a minimum of strokes, with no concerns over
whether the resulting drawing looks unfinished. Doing
studies is a valid practice in itself and needn't be justified

by a later work.The grace and spontaneity ofstudies
have been appreciated by professionals and amateurs alike

throughout the ages.

The Time Factor
Quick studies are notes taken in the shortest time

possible.With practice, the hand becomes more
assured, so that it learns how to find

solutions to any anatomical

requirement.The leisurely,

inconsequential tone of a quick

study makes it especially

appealing. Often it

becomes a series of

small shows of dexterity
and visual sharpness. On
the other hand, the easiest

srudies to make are those

for which there is no time

limit at all.

Your sketthbooh should be full of ideas, suggtslivi

and attractive doodles with no apparent order, nor

anygoal other tlian to capture concepts and exercise

your strokes.



The Use of Hatching in a Study-

In a study, the sketch should be light, never overdone,

le is necessary to find a blend oflight and shadow

that composes the figure with its essential elements.

An excessive insistence on hatching is a problem that

afflicts inexperienced artists, making their drawings

confusing. If you work in graphite, it is sufficient to

make a simple, homogeneous gray hatching; if using

charcoal, try darkening the shaded areas with a

fingertip stained with charcoal.

Tin 1 purpose of a study is not 10 Icnik like a finished

drawing, but to show the evolution of the figure. It should

constitute < storting point for more elaborate drawings, or

for a study of the defniithf pose.

The hatching ofa study

should he minimal. It is

sufficient to differentiate

the shaded areas by using

a simple, gray hatching

against the white of the

page, which represents the

lighted parrs.

for the beginner

it is a good idea

to make studies

of female figures

and, preferably, to

choose a model

who isn't too

thin. A skinny

model is harder

to draw and

demands greater

anatomical

experience on the

part of the artist.

Hatching with tuatcrcolor lets you quickly cover a large

portion of the model without having to worry about its

nuances or details.

x:

Tlie instalmentsfat making studies should be light and

portable. It is a good idea to always carry a sketchbook

in your pocket





OF THE FIGURE
In figure drawing the mastery of line is very important because,

besides defining the concrete contours of volumes and
creating a sense of direction or vital impulse in the drawing, it

creates tensions and reactions—the particular cadences of the

figure. A knowledge of these dynamic tensions gives the figure a

sense of contained motion and a rhythmic sensation that can be

of great compositional and interpretive interest.Thus, figures

appear to be described by a strange equilibrium dominated by
action, in a constant entwined motion and violent inflections

that arc propelled by a force that, although sometimes
overwhelming, gives meaning to the pose and unites all of the

linear elements of the figure.



Rhythm is an important concept in drawing, taken from the

world of music. As in music.it is created by alternating

between accents, silences, and neutral passages.A pose has rhythm
when it is harmonically dynamic, full dynamic alternations.The
distribution of these alternatioas determines the attraction and
interest of the drawing's rhythm. Accents in a drawing are the

alterations of its continuity; for example, a diagonal interrupts a

vertical line, and vice versa.A static, symmetrically positioned

figured is the antithesis of rhythm. «

9foINNER RHYTHM v

<,///„ FIGURE

The Line ofAction or Strength
For a figure to attain an impression of equilibrium and rhythm, it is

necessary for it to have an internal line, an imaginary line that extends

across the length of the figure, in order to articulate its rhythmic
effect. This structural line, known as the line of action, should be the

basis for any drawing ofa pose or movcmcnt.Working with lines of
force allows us to approach the internal rhythm without the figure

becoming unbalanced.When constructing a posc.it is preferable to

first exaggerate die line offeree and then take it to a more realistic

position; thus, we endow die figure widl an energy and motion that

would probably not be perceptible in a rigid, conventional pose.

In a back view, the

figure's internal rhythm

is clearly distinguished

try the line describing

the backbone.

'Hie rhythm is marked by an internal line that spans

the bodyfrom the head to thefeet and conveys the

attitude of the pose or action carried out /iy the figure.

Tliis image shows a series efposable wooden models

alongside their corresponding rhythmic lines.



The Expression of Gesture
In order to capture the rhythm of
a figure, it is essential to learn to

draw its gesture.Your drawing

should be fluid, like a doodle,

capturing the internal form of the

figure and reflecting its intentions.

After drawing the line of
strength, attune the gestures ofthe

drawing to each other and capture

the essence of the body: don't

allow considerations such as the

figure's contours or measures to

confuse you.The drawing should

be quick and interesting,

preferably with no consideration

given to the contours or forms

outside the figure, attuned to its

rhythms through the gestures

conveyed by your hand.

Tlic line ofaction is the imaginary rliytlmiic

line that spam the length of thefigure to

produce the effect of motion. In the set of

models below, this line is modified according

to the action performed by the body.

If we force the

rhythmic line of

the body, it

assumes a more

forced torsion,

which translates

into a more
exprcssionistic

rendering.

Wlien making a geometric

sketch, it is essential to take

into account the rli)>thm of

thefigure. The rhythm will

he described by curves and

quick strokes marking the

intention of the body.
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0fe SOFT LINE
AND ITS MODULATION

The rhythm of a line and its modulation is an

important value in figure drawing. An interest in

the forms of a nude should be expressed by the

charm of the drawing's line strokes.This expression

demands some exaggeration, simplification, or even

changes, all of which are completely legitimate ifthey

intensify the visual quality of the work.The
characteristics of a line used to define a contour can

transmit die nature of the form, its materiality, surface

texture, and visual charge.

Descriptive Contours
Descriptive lines are those whose only goal and
function is to describe the profile of forms and their

volumes.These lines are responsible for the stylization

of the forms that we have previously discovered, and

they reflect the artist's personal vision and stylistic

essence. Descriptive contour develops an authentic

creation and organisation ofanatomical form.

When drawing modulated Ihics, not just any stroke "''// do.

Tlic five lines below left represent the most common strokes

used by novice artists—they are broken and hesitant, flic

four on the right arc the hinds of lines amateur artists should

strive for:film, but varied in their intensity and thickness.

Descriptive contour is expressed by a continuous line stroke

and has a purely compositional finality. It functions as a

geometric sketch describing the profile of the figure without

regard for its volume and modeling.

Modulated strokes affect the depth of the lines. Tilth

thickness varies depending on whether the area being drawn

is in light or shadoiv.

« >



Oiiec you hair enough practice with different kinds of

strokes, you will lie able le modulate the line easily as you

draw Modulating the trace means varying the pressure and

thickness of the line according to the needs ofthe drawing, in

order to describe the volume of thefigure and its most

significant tonal changes.

Contour Intensity

If a line is the same consistency throughout, it

encloses the nude too coarsely, and fails to express the

nuances of light and shadow. A drawing rendered in

soft lines should alternate thick lines with finer ones.

Fine lines suggest a lighted area, while thick lines are

perceived as describing shaded parts.You can

emphasize a line by retracing it lo give an illusion of

depth or create shadows. If the thickness of die line is

modulated and the tracing is agile, the line will have

sufficient visual appeal that it will only require a few

summary additions in its hatching.

Line and Synthesis

Drawing in soft lines is in large part a synthetic

exercise in selecting contours. Linear synthesis plays

an important practical role when drawing the human
figure because it allows us to quickly render a figure

in a spontaneous attitude at any time or place. A
synthetic figure or scene contains all the necessary

information for the viewer to recognize the figure's

different actions and gestures, capturing the grace of

its motion.

Afine trace is always associated with the presence of light

on thefigure; it comes as no Surprise, then, that a fine line

was used to render the left-hand profile if the figure below.

A thick line represents a greater presence ofshadow and,

thus, marks a ninth more definitive trace, drawn with a

generous stroke.

For a better understanding of the preceding cases, consider

this sketch of the samefigure, in which lighted and shaded

areas are clearly difjen'nliated by a tenuous giay hatching.

\^_~*&*

An effective way

of mastering the

soft line is to draw

the silhouette of a

figure without

taking into a count

its solidity or any

other internal

projection. Follow

the outer edge,

ignoring what goes

on inside. The
objective of the

contour drawing is

to achieve an exact

correspondence

between the what

the eye sees as it

follows the edges

of a form and the

line the hand draws

to represent it.



Volume depends as much ori hatchiOg as it does

on line. But-the Cotire^t gtadjtionxjfshadow is

what allows us to .represjJnt aiiatoinical "relief 1

; -

effectively.'A well-gt3ded.-mod«j!t teritji no
overemphasis is what gives .tHl£fig\i*e its corrett.

organized-form . as..au.-9rgajy,b Vvhole.

into

"URN1 SPOTS

Shading
Ifa figure is lighted powerfully, it can be sketched

with spots of color, with hardly any lines at all.The
drawing should be a synthesis of light and shadow, of
lighted areas which we leave blank on the page and
the shadows that we stain using charcoal or a piece of
chalk laid flat.This process omits the details

altogether, but includes the spectrum of middle grays.

The limits of the shadows are also as good a reference

as the lines of a box-sketch, particularly in models
that have a well-defined outline whose contour

presents a clear contrast with the background.

Afew Sfwts are sufficientfor suggesting the

human anatomy. Ifwe want to shade

quickly wc can use the classicgray hatching

which consists of stretches ofparallel marks.

Notice how the lighted areas are left blank;

with barely any Hues or marks.

Wiien thefigure not sharp contrasts

in light, it can be sketched with spots

instead of lines. In each of these three

cases the spots work to shape the

appearance and pose of the figure.



Hatching
In a rough sketch, hatching can be
made with a motion that mimics
your first, tentative lines, achieving

a preliminary tonal and modeling
intention.The strokes can be
decisive or shaky.This technique

relates the construction of
shadows to the expressiveness of
the stroke, so it is linked with

calligraphic matters closer to the

realm ofwriting.This allows for

much greater gestural expression

in a sketch based on hatching.

Drawing with Watercolors
A good way of setting up the

drawing is by practicing tonal

watercolors. Before starting the

drawing itself, we place the model
in front of a single source of light,

because shadows become
confusing if there are several

sources oflight at one time.

Before hatching, we can lightly

draw the outline of the figure in

order to have a template or

guideline for working. Then, using

a flexible brush, we quickly and
nimbly apply dark watercolor on
the areas ofthe body that are

shaded, preserving the white of
the paper for the more brightly

lighted areas.You will have to

forsake any intermediate tones:

precision is unimportant in this

drawing, so don't waste time
repairing forms and outlines.

3. Finally, we can add a few
strokes detailing the structure and
profile of the figure.The line

strokes combined with the spots

give the drawing greater

consistency and solidity.These
strokes were made with a pencil

the same color as the spots.

1. In these three sequences we
shall see how to practice sketching

with spots. First, using a tortillon

or a cotton ball lightly stained

with chalk, we draw the shaded
parts of the model on the paper in

a highly synthetic, simplified

manner, leaving the lighted areas

blank.

2. The tones that serve as the basis

for the sketch are now complete.

The series of spots traces the

structure and principle masses of
the figure and provides information

about the location of the light

source.



ATTITUDES OF THE
HUMAN FIGURE:

"As painters, we seek to use the motions of the body to

show the motions of the soul ( ...) Thus, it is crucial

that painters have a perfect knowledge of the motions of

the body and learn from nature in order to imitate,

however difficult it may be, the multiple motions ofthe

soul.

"

Leon Battista Alberii: 'llic'llinc Books ofPainting, 1435.
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There are no limits to the possibilities for creating interesting, striking

poses. Capturing the energy and dynamics inherent in the model
depends in great measure upon the artist's choice ofpose and gesture.When
we speak of gesture we refer not only to the model's mannerisms or the

features of the face, but to the entire body. Every person has a particular way
of walking, sitting, posing, and manifesting herselfphysically; these are the

unequivocal marks of her person, and we call these marks gestures.The
gesture ofa figure transmits its way of being alive, its action. By defining the

expressive angles and directions of the body, we can capture the essential

gesture ofa pose, implying its intention and energy in a natural way.
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^EQUILIBRIUM
o/ me

The equilibrium of (lie nude is a very important factor—the

verisimilitude and stability of the composition depend on it. Every
new pose presents a different problem to be solved in its compositional

balance.

The Stability of the Figure
The equilibrium ofthe pose is an important factor when drawing a

figure. Then- are limits to how much a human being can tilt to one side

or another without falling over.The task, then, is to control the stability

of the figure so that it does not appear to be falling to

one of its sides.The question of equilibrium is

not a problem if the figure is seated or lying

down.The risk of imbalance occurs when
the nude is standing, particularly in poses

that involve any violent movement in

the figure. In this type of pose, it is

possible to become disoriented and

lose the horizontal axis, creating an

appearance of instability.

A symmetrical composition presents greater

Stability and balance. In artistic drawing,

symmetry should rial be perfect. The most

common solution is to displace the direction of

the head or one oftilt arms to avoid an effect

ol total symmetry.

Tlie line ofgravity

spans the length of the

figure from top to

bottom, from the neck to

the base of the

supporting leg, on u'hich

the weight of the body

X rests.

POSE

In a bach view ofa nude, the line created by

tin backlionc can be used as an axis of

symmetry, allowing us to balance the post.



Firmness of the Feet
The figure, no matter what pose it assumes, comes
into contact with a supporting surface through one or

botli feet, the buttocks, or the hands.Thc manner in

which tliis contact is produced explains the support as

well as the coherence of the pose through

equilibrium, so the entire body should appear

coherent with respect to the position of the

extremities. A frequent error when drawing standing

figures is that they do not appear to be touching the

ground, and look as though they are floating or

unbalanced.

The Center of Gravity
A rational method of verifying the equilibrium of a

nude's pose is to find its center ot gravity.The center

ofgravity is usually found in the abdominal area for

standing figures, or at the base ofthe spine for a nude

viewed from the back.To check the stability of the

figure, all one has to do is imagine that center of

gravity and extend an imaginary vertical line from it:

if the line divides the area supporting one or both of

the feet, the figure has a good equilibrium; otherwise,

the representation is unbalanced and the nude is

unable to support itself on its feet.

Symmetry
In a flat representation and in a frontal view, the

human body shows a series of visible correspondences

and symmetries that give the figure a great sense of

compensated equilibrium. For this analysis, the most

important line is the one that divides the human
figure in two when viewed from the front.

7b achieve a uvll-baliiiiccd figure, its

important that the position of the legs l>c

convincing and that the feel he firmly

supported on the floor. Ifwe take these

factors into account in the sketch, the rest of

the figure should appear balanced.

A frequent

mistake that

amateur artists

make is to tilt the

figure forward. To
avoid making this

mistake, you have

to project the line

of gravity onto

the sketch.

The litre qfgravity allows us to control the equilibrium of the figure.

In the first case, the line ofgravity, drawn in red, falls outside ofthe

foot supporting the [>osc, so that the figure appears unbalanced {A).

On the other hand, if the figure falls in front of the line ofgravity, as

shown in the drawing below, it will not appear 'unbalanced (B). 7 he

equilibrium of the nude can be verified by drawing the vertical line of

gravity and checking whether it falls within the ana of the foot

supporting the figure (C).
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VARYING t/,e

POINT,,
VIEW

Whether the sketch is static or in motion, it is

interesting to draw the figure from different

points of view and walk around the figure it as you
sketch. Every point of view offers the option ofa
different pose. Drawing the figure from the front,

from the back, or in profile implies a different

technical and psychological technique.

Studying the Pose
Before drawing a nude, the artist must consider

which aspects he wants to develop in his work: line,

hatching, color, chiaroscuro, movement, etc. Certain

poses allow one to develop some of these aspects

better than others, as we have already said. It is

interesting to observe the model from different points

of view and walk around the figure as you sketch.

The best exercise for determining the focus is to look

at the scene as a whole—to walk around the model,
choosing the most expressive and effective angle.

Every point of view constitutes a different possibility.

Technically, every pose requires different solutions,

with a greater or lesser role assigned to drawing,

color, or chiaroscuro.

w
The frontal view is among the most attractive to draw: not

only docs it provide a view ql the face, but a frontal view of

the lx>dy presents reliefs and details that make the hatching

and modeling of the figure more interesting.

In order to belter understand the model, you have to study it

as a whole, and analyze the same posefrom several different

points of view, walking around the model and visualizing it

in its entirety.
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The Frontal View of a Figure

To draw the nude from the front implies personalizing

it, transforming it into a particular person rather than a

generic model.Thus, this type of pose more closely

resembles the idea ofa portrait. Although the purpose

may not be to make a portrait, the frontal view ofa

nude forces the artist to pay serious consideration to

the face, and this means endowing it with expression.

The Nude in Profile

We could almost say the opposite about the nude in

profile.The contour is the dominant aspect of a

drawing ofa pose in profile: the form of the head,

facial features, shoulders, torso, abdomen, thighs—in

short, of the entire figure.These elements can be

represented with a single, continuous line. This does

not mean that the volume and modeling are

unimportant, but rather, that they are subordinate to

the line of the figure. It is worth remembering,
however, that a figure is rarely entirely in profile.

Some parts of the whole appear only in a frontal or

back view, making a three-quarters view advisable.

The Nude Figure Viewed from Behind
The back view of a nude, especially the female nude,

is a recurring subject in the genre of intimate figure

drawing.These drawings create the effect of a figure

being observed by the viewer without her

knowledge.

This impression of naturalness proves to be of

great psychological interest. Technically speaking, a

rendering of the back—male or female—can

accentuate the anatomy to a degree that it becomes
interesting in its own right.

Thefigure in frontal view requires a more

personalized treatment of theface anil a sketchier

rendition of the rest of the body; the model in

profile, on the other hand, requires a more

detailed treatment ofthe body's contours.

If we find it hard

to understand the

figure from

different

positions, we can

use a model like

this wooden
mannequin. As an

exercise, it is very

practical to place

the dummy in the

same pose as a

live model,

turning it and

making sketches

of it from

different points of

view.

>r%»
A Inuk view of afigute requires little

personalization but a great deal of

modeling to help describe the volumes

ofthe body.



( COUNTERMOLD:
DRAWING NEGATIVE SPACE

Often, the success of a pose lies in its negative

space, in noticing and rendering the form of the

background, the empty spaces surrounding the figure.

Ifwe draw the forms of these various spaces, we
also end up drawing the figure, but with greater case.

We solve the problem of composition thus: the spaces

and the forms are united when we give equal

importance to all the pieces of the puzzle within the

margins thai limit the format.

Analyzing the Countermold
The important thing isn't drawing an arm or the

position of the legs, but rather taking up the form of
these body parts by relating them abstractly to the

space that surrounds them, looking for the negative

forms, or countermold, of the figure.Therefore, in

order to understand the forms of the model we must
know how to identify the figures countermold.
We suggest a very simple exercise that consists of

representing the human figure in the chosen pose by
drawing the different chiaroscuro values of the shapes

that surround the model, without using lines to give

them their counters—simply using hatching based on
tracings that reduce the contours of the body.We
realize it isn't easy to separate the figure from space,

but with a bit of concentration and practice it can be

done.

A good way to analyze the pose is toJotgcl about the internalform:

Of the model and concentrate on its profile, drawingfrom the hatchin

ofUrn empty space* that envelop the figure.

'I'he application ofa lonmennold in the hatching stage is a common

effect for artists, the objective oj n'hicli is to underscore contours and

profiles by using tonal contrast.

r\
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olving Foreshortening
roblems

k propose the following method
the most effective means for

living some particularly difficult

roblems, such as foreshortened

*ures.The only realistic solution

• die problem of foreshortening

to draw the figure just as it is,

at as one imagines it to be; to see

as a geometric figure, observing

e negative space surrounding it.

(n]y dexterity and experience

n help one to really see and
>rrecdy render a foreshortened

nb.

The application ofa

countermold is especially

useful when the figure

presents complex poses such

as those we observe in a

contmposlo. In these cases,

we will try to visualize the

empty spaces in thefigure's

exterior in order to correctly

sculpt the pose.

Above all else,

keep in mind the

spaces contained

inside the figure.

If they do not

match the same
form as those in

the real model,

the figure has not

been sketched

correctly.

sketch should not be a representation of

isolatedfigure but an interaction of the

lire with the surrounding space. Dark

es in the background space also help to

lilt the profile of the head and shoulders.



WAYSySEEING //r FIGURE:
OPEN w'cLOSED APPROACHES

How an artist "sees" the body will determine

which approach he or she will take in expressing

the figure. Among other factors, the artist will have to

decide if the drawing will have an objective,

descriptive theme, or a more subjective and open

interpretation.

The Closed or Descriptive Drawing
The finished or descriptive drawing presents the

visible reality of the figure in a way that shows oft" the

mastery and ability of the artist.The radicalization of

the analytical function magnifies the finished effect of

the drawing.The profile of a descriptive figure tends

to be linear and closed, leaving no space for

improvisation and subjectivity; it is limited to the

re-creation of visual experience. Descriptive drawings

display a constant effort to forsake convention and

give greater importance to meticulous analysis, so

that the drawings translate into an exact rendering of

the human figure. ^^^^^^^^^^^^_

A geometric sketch

made with closed

figures provides

solidfigures with

thick lines that

accentuate their

outlines and

volumetric

modeling.

i

The closed figure is

typified /)' a linear

nealnicnl of the

figure's outline and a

rich interior modeling

It is the closest to a

classical or academic

treatment.

Ink produces a

uniform, lasting,

worn-away line

that proves very

attractive when
making suggestive,

rough sketches of

open figures.



Vie openfigure is a hidfor poetry,

ingenuity, and creativity instead of

icademicism,foi suggestion, rather than

'iitional order.

The Open Drawing
In suggesting the form instead of
explaining it completely, the open
drawing requires a more poetic-

treatment, allowing the spectator to

complete it in her own imagination.

The open drawing, through its

brevity and immediacy, can also be a

medium for crystallizing ideas. It is

accomplished by suggesting certain

areas rather than completing them,
subtracting a fragment of the

drawing for the purpose of
interesting the viewer or drawing
her attention toward that point and
allowing her imagination to deduce
or complete it. Suggesting the form
means responding quickly and
spontaneously to the artist's vision

of the model and tracing the precise

moment of that vision onto the

paper. Naturally, this means that the

artist's compositional problem is

more or less solved, and the

geometric sketch of the model is

already more or less correct.

Openfigures are characterized by a neat

absence oflines in tlw lighted parts ofthe

body, so that the spectator must establish when-

thefigure ends and the background begins.

I geometric sketch ofan openfigure is always

uggeslive and somewhat indefinite, and should

x'k unfinished, not quite solid.
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The standing figure generally presents fewer problems, because

each part of the body can be clearly visualized. In cases where

there is a problem with the body's proportions, we can always turn

to the classical law ofproportion.

£fc> STANDING
POSE

CONTRAPOSTO()/

Symmetrical or Asymmetrical Figures

Representations of the human body are rarely symmetrical. Artists alway

try to draw the model when it is out of balance, making a motion with

its arms, or in a determinate position.The frontal, symmetrical view is

used only in handbooks for studying the body's proportions and

practicing drawing in general, and is rarely represented outside y— y-

this context.
*-»

A frontal representation of the

standingfigure should amid excessive

symmetry; symmetrical poses are

iietter suited to anatomy textlrooks

than artistic drawing.

During the early

stages of learning,

it is a good

exercise to copy

classical

sculptures in

plaster, which

eliminates die

problem of color

in the drawing.

The plaster

model is ideal for

practicing form

and the

representation of

light and shadow.

Any sense ofmovement

presented by the standing

figure's body is determined by

the contraposto. To represent

more forced posts it suffices to

accentuate the slope of the lines

ofthe shoulders and hips.
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rhc Contraposto
Contraposto is one of the most
ommonly drawn poses.The
ontraposto or ischiatic position is

letcrmined by and inclination of
he torso in the opposite direction

rom the pelvis. It is so named
>ecanse the ishion, a bone located

n the upper pelvis, tilts to one
ide or the other depending on
he position of the figure. Thus,

lie weight of the body rests on

me leg while the other leg

ppears relaxed, in an attitude

imilar to a soldier at ease. This

ilting motion of the hips is

isually accompanied by the tilting

ifthe thorax in opposition to the

idvis.You can put this to the test

t home if you like. Stand in front

ifa large mirror. Keep your feet

part so that all ofyour weight is

venly distributed, and then rest

11 of your weight on your left leg.

fou will find that your hipbone
ilts upward at the same time as

he shoulder line tilts down, and

Ids brief sequence show the process tltat

very artist should follow when drawing a

gtire in contraposto. First, it is necessary to
f)

tuate the lines of the shoulders and

ipbone (1). After making the geometric

ketch, we proceed to the other parts of the

ody, keeping in mind that the knee ofthe

g that supports the body's weight is higher

ian the other (2). Lastly, we erase the

nutural lines and render the muscular

•lief synthetically (3).

Ifwe analyze the body's skeleton, wefind that if the weight of

the body rests on one leg more than the other, the hiplwnc line

lilts to one side (I). When drawing the torso, its line tills in the

opposite direction, creating the contraposto position (2). Tlie upper

torso is clearly defined by the line ofthe shoulders, while tin lower

part is defined by the line of the hipbone; with this in mind,

notice how with the lilt of the hips, the hues api'car to be at

different heights (3).

3

\£»

11

The contraposto is one of the most common posesfor

standing figures; it is the pose that breaks the effect

tfsymmetry and gives a certain rhythm and

moivment to the body.

2 3
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SEATED <„,'</ RECLINING

FIGURES
Seated or resting figures enjoy special favor among

amateur artists, among other reasons because they

present few compositional difficulties, and the body
seldom presents excessive tensions because the

muscular anatomy is relaxed.The greatest problem that

we might encounter when drawing this kind of pose
is foreshortening, but we will discuss this later on.

The Seated Figure

The seated figure involves several different

complications beyond those of the standing figure; in

it, the joints and members arc not shown as extensions

of the body, but as different surfaces that must be
connected to each other through line and shadow. It is

necessary to pay attention to the dorm ofthe joints
and the existence of hidden areas, because these will

reveal to use where each limb begins.

In the male figure, the muscles lose their rigid

appearance because tliis implies hardly any muscular

tension; here, the hatching softens the intensity of the

anatomical relief. In the female figure, the breasts

appear smoother, less tense. I drawing the chair on
which the model is seated is not absolutely necessary,

but ifyou decide to do so, do not diminish the

cenrrality ofdie figure itself and render the chair only

skctcliily, leaving out the details.

\
A quick way, ofsketching a seated figure is to establish a lint- or

tenant axis thai divides the body in lira and serves to balance the

pose. The different lines surrounding the body serve to verify the

alignment and correspondence between different points on the body.

Seated poses are the easiest to draw because the model's

muscles appear the most relaxed; nonetheless, they retjuitc

a greater number ofsuccessive surfaces, and force the artist

to draw while imagining areas hidden by the body.

As we know, seatedfigures present difficulties when

applying the laws ofproportion, so different methods must

lie used in order to sketch it precisely into position. One
such method is to begin with a preliminary drawing

depicting the tilt of the body and the lines of the hipbone

and shoulders (1). Then, the length of the extremities is

measured and they are sketched into place (2). The study

is completed by drawing afew Structural lines and verifying

the contours of thefigure (3).



The Reclining Figure

The reclining or resting figure

conveys a sense of calm, which
allows for a more relaxed focus

than when the model is in an

uncomfortable position. In this

type ofpose it is harder to find

visual alterations such as

contortions or foreshortening,

because everything lies relatively

inside a parallel plane. In this case,

the objects related to the figure

drawn can be ofgreat help. If the

figure is lying on a sofa, the

rectangular plane of the sofa helps

as to find the right degree of

inclination in the resting body.

In almost every drawing of
seated or resting figures, we find

angles or planes that recede into

space, sometimes very abruptly, so

the point of view implied by the

figure is very important.

If the reclining figure is seen from the back, the backbone

proves an interesting constructive axis. We can mark tlie

proportional location cfdifferent parts of the body in

relation to this line.

Objects related to

a seated or

reclining figure

can be of great

help. If the figure

is reclining on a

bed, the

rectangular plane

of the bed can

help achieve the

correct degree of

recession for the

figure lying on it.

A few strokes are

enough to

insinuate the

supporting

surface.

^J
The recliningjiguw viewedfrom the

bock is the most impersonal posefor a

model, as well as the pose that requires

the greatest control of line and modeling



POSE <W MOTION:
"

x %mr EXPRESSIVE LINE
r^ rawing the figure m motion means drawing a

Winn drawing a

figure in motion,

we must put aside

proportions for the

sake cffreshness,

spontaneity, and

rltythm, even if

doing so means

deforming some

parts of the model.

iving figure. Every movement expresses

something.The mission of every artist is to learn how
to represent this action or that expression.'lb rcpresen

movement is to understand the group of bends and
extensions that take place within a motion—the

bends and extensions corresponding to every pose.

Drawing the Muscles
The muscles are the driving force of the body, putting

die figure in action, in motion. Knowing how they

move is a great help, because drawing figures in

motion means putting visual memory into practice,

even when the period of time is very brief.The
interesting part ofdrawing things in motion is

discovering, and learning how to depict, the essence

of that movement: the tense muscles of an athlete, the

equilibrium of a ballerina, the speed of a runner.The
different muscular tensions are underscored by the

intensity of the hatching.The greater the contraction

of the muscles, the greater the energy that must be
represented by the contrast between light and shadow

Tlie effect ofa sequence in motion justifies milking a study of

figure in the course ofperforming an action. In this case, the passd^

of time and the action an1 represented as a succession ofposes tin

demonstrate the different steps taken by diefigure while performing

danci



If we draw afigure in motion,

it is important to make seirral

sketches such as these, which

analyze each of the positions

the hody assumes in the course

ofperforming the action.

Deformation
When drawing a figure in motion,

the artist should get carried away

by the vision of the moment and

forget academic considerations,

flic artist can go so far as to alter

the body's proportions as a

function of movement: increase

the width of an arm or leg,

exaggerate the curvature of the

back, or suppress unnecessary

details. Sometimes the trajectory

ofa single line explains much
more than an accumulation of
traces. If the line is lively, it

conveys die figure itself, giving it a

more vital gesture.

Successive Images
This technique represents

movement through successive

images, with each figure in a

different position placed on the

same plane in order to represent

movement sequentially.

Vanishing

Vanishing, or fading the contours

of the figure, is a common
technique for suggesting action.

The source of this effect is the

blurry or unfocused images seen

in photography.The dispersion of

the figures contour imbues it with

an effect of vibration, movement,
and displacement.

In drawings

describing motion,

die lines of strength

should he very

expressive; they can

even he exaggerated

to give thefigure a

degree cf deformity.

Quick, energetic

line!, give the

sensation of

movement to a

figure. Notice

how a quickly

drawn sketch,

rather than a

detailed,

meticulous

drawing, is better

at expressing

movement in a

figure.

Tiie blurred or

unjocused image is

a very wmmon
technique for

suggesting motion.

This technique is

the counterpart in

drawingfor the

concept of the

blurry image in

photography.
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DRAWINGS
JDEN PARTS ofde BODY

Sometimes, when drawing a figure, it is necessary

draw lines where there are none, or, to be more
precise, where we do not see them. In some seated

reclining poses some parts of die body disappear frc

view and remain hidden behind the body. Thus, in

order to understand the structure ofthe figure, we
must construct an imaginary contour that crosses d
body in order to relate the visible limb to the one
that remains hidden from view.

Advanced artists perform this process mentally, b
the beginner can make use of a drawing depicting I

line and structure ofthe figure to understand how
the hidden parts ofthe body arc articulated.To this

end, it is often useful to draw the model as if it wer
transparent, drawing the views of the body that

remain hidden to the spectator.

Drawing thefigure as if it were transparent should be c,

using a soft, clean line that can be erased easily. Once
structural drawing isfinished, the lines ofthe hidden b

parts can be era.

77i« technique is

immensely useful

for studying and

understanding the

inner structure of

thefigure.



tilt part of this drawing method is

finding theflex points and the places at wtiich the

joints connect to the body in order to produce a

coherent draining.

u dying the Joints
a figure is not in an upright position, it presents

veral problems ofsome complexity, in particular with

gard to the composition ofthe legs, and especially, in

ose places that hide other parts of the body (an

lseen knee, a foreshortened arm, a leg hidden behind
e body).

When drawing, it is important to pay attention to

e shape of the joints and the existence ofhidden
rts of the body, because they reveal where each part

the body begins.A good way ofrendering the

ucture of a figure when some of its parts are hidden
)m view is to draw the figure as if it were transparent,

oing so makes it easier to place the hidden parts

Ithin the context of the drawing; we can then draw
e details of the drawing within the limits defined by
ese lines.This method ofdrawing requires a great

al ofobservation in order to determine where each
the lines in the drawing originates, to locate the

ints or flex points, and to note where they come to

it within the structure of the body.

When you

practice drawing

transparent

bodies, you

should start by

reducing the

figure to simple,

geometric

shapes—prisms,

spheres, and
parallelepipeds.

Tlie technique of transparent draivitig is more

than an exercisefor studying the structure ofdie

model. Some artists also use it as an interpretive

technique or as part ofa personal rendering style.
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FORESHORTENING:
DRAWING //, NUDE m PERSPECTIVE

One of the greatest problems in drawing seated or
reclining figures is foreshortening

—

representing the human figure or one of its parts in

perspective.The art offoreshortening consists of
representing the human body from points of view at

which its dimensions are diminished by perspective.

But foreshortening is not the same as ordinary

perspective—there is no need for vanishing points or
any of the methods employed in linear perspective.

Altered Proportions
To approach a drawing ofa foreshortened figure,

we must make a greater effort to adapt the

different proportions of the figure on the page,

because the different parts of the body are

altered considerably by perspective—an arm
or a leg that seems to advance toward us, a

hand or a foot in which the fingers or toes

are perpendicular to our line ofsight.
Knowing this, the artist has a new factor to

consider when choosing the pose best

suited to her intentions.

If hv have problems drawing a foreshortened

mliningfigure, the best thing to do is enclose the

figure in a box drawn in perspective. 'Hie box arts as

a guide for reducing the size ofthe limbs through

the effect ofperspective (A).

Once the preliminary sketch is done, we can erase

the structural lines and shade in thefigure (B).

The projection ofthe box in perspective tells us how
we must adjust the proportions to the disposition of
thefigure. In this way, the part of the drawing closest

to theforeground always ends up falsely enlarged in

relation to the more distant parts of the body (C).

A common techniquefor drawing theforeshortened

figure is to give greater definition to the foreground

and leave the middle- or background sketchier and

uncolored. Compare the treatment ofthefeet in this

drawing to the others (D).

Keeping Proportions in Mind
To render a foreshortened figure, it is necessary to
know the figure's proportions, as we have seen. Having
the proportions at hand makes it easier to interpret the
diminished proportions produced by foreshortening

without making mistakes or distorting the figure. But
it is as important to pay attention to what we see

when we study a pose—and loyally render all of its

peculiarities—for the result to appear realistic.
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Thc Foreshortening Box
Perhaps the theory offoreshortening

is most easily understood if the

figure is enclosed in a box divided

into equal units along the back.

When the box is stretched out with

the feet in the foreground, the units

grow smaller as they recede from the

viewer. Therefore, the general rule is

to make the viewer see the parts of

the figure closest to him as larger, or

oversized—almost exaggeratedly so.

The most common completely

foreshortened pose is the lying figure

observed from above. From this

position, the closest dimensions

appear much larger than the more
distant ones; it is necessary to always

respect the figure's appearance

without trying to correct its

apparent deformations that make this

kind of pose interesting and give it

meaning.

The Dynamics of
Foreshortening
Foreshortening is an exceptional

medium for representing

movement, the energy and drama
derived from the human body.

This is how the great masters saw
it when they included in their

paintings figures seen from the

most varied points of view and

in the most dynamic poses.

Lei's take a look at a practical example of

foreshortening.'lhefigures at right are standing on

an escalator. Tliefigures at the top of the escalator

are lessforeshortened than those closest to the

bottom, which girts its an almost aerial view of

them. 'Ihis setback can be overcome bv enclosing

the figures in boxes and locating the line of the

horizon at the top ofthe escalator.

In reclining figures

it is common for

sonic parts of the

body to be

foreshortened. In

this case, the

foreshortened arm
looks oversized

and appears to be

reaching toward

the foreground of

the drawing.



IN THE HUMAN FIGURE
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As you gain confidence in your ability to represent the human figure in

an exact manner, you will inevitably want to give your work a greater

sense of three-dimensionality. This can be achieved by means oflight and

tone, and, concretely, with die representation of hatching, which can provide

volume, drama, atmosphere, solidity, and greater depth to the corporality of

the object.The appearance of shadow in the figure breaks the boundaries of

the drawing, establishes near-pictorial categories, and reinforces the

objective, tangible concept of the representation.
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The light source is a fundamental part that must be
considered carefully when rendering the shadows

on the body. These shadows define the form of the

surface on which they appear, or give nuance to form
admirably, indicate the time of day, create dramatic

cflects or express a determined emotional atmosphere
in the drawing.The direction of the light in the

drawing should be studied well in order for all the

shadows to appear on the side opposite of the main
light source. In a lateral position, the light leaves the

opposite side of the model in shadow, and the volume
and relief created by the shadows projected-

^EFFECTy
LIGHT*?/? tA&

The Effect of Light
Form only becomes visible as a function of light.

Light creates volume and other effects; it is an
essential part of any artistic representation of the

nude.With enough light it is possible to identify

every reliefof the figure's body. That is why we must
study the path of the light. First, locate both the

darkest areas in the figure and those that are most
exposed to light. Then, establish an order for the

different intermediate values visible in the figure.This
comparison is always based upon the idea of contrast:

"one shade darker than another," or "one shade

lighter than another."

Shadows arc always projected onto the side opposite the

source of light. Ifwe vary the intensity and direction of

the light, we willfind that thefigure's appearance also

changes, exhibiting softerfeatures,for instance, or more

dramatic effects, depending on the case.

It is sometimes interesting

for beginning artists to

make simplified sketches

such as this one in order to

learn how to place the

shadows as solid blocks, as

if they were homogeneous

"stains. "Tliis exercise is

very useful hi

understanding the

relationship lietween the

direction of the light and

the projection ofshadows

on thefigure.

y

'vMf*
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Hi' ran make ilrmiiings out ofshadows

alone, omitting all the traces of lines

thai mark the figure \ contours. Here,

using a dearly synthetic effect, we

hair located and limited the

shaded areas to achieve a

minimal expression ol the

figure.

Direct and Reflected Light
Direct light sheds light on the body, so in those areas

where it falls we must use the lightest values—often,

the blank surface of the paper, with no hatching at

all). Shadows come later, through a progressive

gradation of darker shades or a decisive contrast with

the lighter areas. Apart from these fundamental lighter

shades, reflections almost always appear in the shaded

areas of the figure—areas lightly illuminated by the

reflections of light on the surfaces surrounding the

figure. Reflections arc never as dark as deep shadows:

their tone is in between thai of the darkest shadows

and the most well-lighted areas of the figure.

Shadows on the nude create a true drawing, a

scries of non-anatomical contours that give the figure

a sense ofdrama.

Hatching is the next phase in the outlining and profile ofajignre.

Hatching techniques are complex and varied, and therefore deserve

special attention front the artist.

Reflections

Bright reflections and projected shadows arc as

important as the effect of direct light on the figure.

These effects arc a constant in reality: every object is

affected by reflections and shadows that alter its color.

The same is true of the figure.To render it with a

single source oflight is an artificial technique.

The colors surrounding a nude
project their shadows and

reflections onto it; light creates

surprising harmonies and
effects, and reflects on the

surface ofobjects, giving

clarity to die figure from

many different points,

and creating shadows

that alter die

continuity of die

lighted forms. /

By putting different degrees of pressure on

the chalk, ive can obtain different light

intensities in hatching.

m



SKETCH

n drawing with

flat length of a

tick of chalk or

charcoal, the

porlant thing is

to sustain a

:ontinuous line,

ing the position

of the stick in

ion to the page.

A "map" ofshadows is a

good method for studying

tin
1 distribution and

intensity ofshadows on a

figure. TitC purpose is to

assign each value refereucea

in the squares at left to the

eorresponding parts of the

body, according to the degre

of lighting.

Charcoal makes the task ofhatching much easier: the

thick, flat trace of the charcoal stick makes it possible

to render shaded surfaces very simply, reducing the terms c

light.

The Map of Shadows
The easiest procedure for modeling or "sculpting" a figure

is to organize a set of tonal swaths of light and shadow "1 hi

means breaking down the image into defined areas, using

light, intermediate tones, and shadows—both those on the

figure and those it projects. The result of this analysis is a

"map" that can serve as a starting point for later correction;

or improvements. Making this sketch requires you to

reduce the many different tones present in the live model
to just a few tones. As a general rule, it isn't necessary to

have many gradations in contrast in order to create the

illusion of depth in a drawing.
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Working with the Flat of the Chalk
One ofdie most attractive ways of beginning a figure

drawing is the flat stain produced by dry media such as

charcoal or pastels. Witli charcoal between your fingers,

it is possible to outline the main forms of a figure in a

highly synthesized way, alternating use of the thickness

ot its flat surface with the line of its point to render the

form only to the point of intelligibility.The stain of the

flat side of the charcoal helps render the darknesses of

the body.The fewer lines or stains are used, die fewei

there will be to correct. Once the figure has been

sketched, the rest of the drawing need not be rendered

with dlis degree ot intensity. Some areas should be

rendered as a hard, charcoal incision on the page,

allowing you to reinforce the main lines of the figure.

Rendering Broad Tonal Groups
To begin hatching a figure we must avoid the

assignment ot values according to a sequential regimen,

which implies making the drawing section by section

and creates the risk of quartering the figure and

obscuring the reading of the body's volume.The best

mediod is to establish broad tonal groups before

manipulating their smaller, constitutive tones. 'lb do so,

we establish each tonal increment by adding a layer of
hatching and repeating this operation until we arrive at

the desired darkness.

B

If we apply thv charcoal with the same pressure throughout, we

achieve irry broad, textured swatlis ofshade (A). Ifwe put wore

pressure on one of its edges, uv obtain a broad,graded stroke of

decreasing intensity (B).

The best way
to render a

preliminary stain

IS to apply

continuous

hatching with

charcoal

combined with

intense linear

stroke.

Example ofhow to hold a piece of

charcoal to draw with its side.



&/ie PROCESS of
HATCHING: CREATING VOLUME
Adrawing made only with lines does not

stifliciendy define the volume ofthe object

represented. Hatching is the most common tool for

modeling forms, and also one of the skills that takes

the longest to practice during the learning stages. It is

necessary to shade along the entire figure without

stopping to work on the details, looking tor spots of
shadow that can give the figure its total volume in

such a way that, once the contours have been put

into place, it will hardly be necessary to consult the

model in cutler to add die essential shadows.

Dragging the Width of the Bar
The most common way of hatching widi charcoal,

chalk, or pastels is to drag the width of the bar across

the page, using it to create a thick, broad stroke that

reveals the texture ot the paper. Depending on the

force with which die bar is dragged, it is possible to

vary (he intensity of the trace, and even fiU out an

area entirely until the grain of the paper is closed.

Notice the difference

between crosshatching,

which produces a

dynamic, continuing

effect (A); and using

stains that allow for

1 smoothing or blending

and a sculpted effect on

the body (B).

Iv h

Tlie first hutching should

he (tone quichly with the

flat ofthe stick. When

drawing on paper with a

visible grain, the hatching

will exhibit an interesting

speckled texture.



-latching Versus Tonal Drawings
JVc can hatch using a motion that mimics the curvature
>f the object, and thus, acliieve a strong, modeled texture,

rile hatching effect allows for better gestural expression
han drawing with sculpted tones. When using cross-

latching, or hatching across the original shading in a
eiterative way, we cover the entire surface of the paper
nd give greater intensity to the hatching. We must be
oherent with the direction of the traces in order to
inite the different tonal areas and give coherence to the
(rawing.The tonal or stain-based drawing, created

nainly with smoothed and blended spots of charcoal,

halk.or pastels, serves as preparation for a painting or for
drawing of greater breadth. When considering the
pplication ofcharcoal, pastel, or chalk stains on the
laper, begin by applying light pressure on the'piece and
Jadually increase die pressure as the drawing progresses,

"his method ofhatching achieves an atmospheric
reatment with a grainy texture and no lines or abrupt
onal changes, with no trace of the individual stroke.

itudying Values

n a traditional drawing, the study ofvalues is mainly
pproached once the preliminary sketch is finished and
lie the contours of the figure have been established with
structural line. Evaluation is a way ofcreating volunies

y making gradations within a single tone.When
leaking of evaluation, we must think only about black
nd white and forget about colors. Starting from this

lonochroniatic gradation, it can be said that values are

sues, or, to be more precise, the different intensities of
Mies.These values enable the representation of light and
ladow by increasing or diminishing their intensity.

I

Once thefits! plums of '

staining are completed, the

drawing requites greater

precision in evaluation. IK
can then use the edge or

point ofthe chalk to make

more definitive markings in

each area.

Vie direction ofthe hauhing depends on the external

relief of the figure. Foi instance, ifwe draw a spherical

form, the hatching should be circular (Afc-in a cylindrical

surface, the hatching should also dcscrilie a curve (B); if

the surface is fiat, the hatching should describe a straight

line (C).

.
v*4

To create a figure

with a rich gradation

of values, we must
forget about lines and

conceptualize the

model in black and

white.The graphite

pencil's great variety

of harnesses and
formats makes it a

preferred instrument

for hatching, with a

wide spectrum of
possible tones.



A EFFECTS
i

Often, when vvc draw the human figure, the final

result appears flat and unrealistic.This is a

serious problem for many artists: the human figure

should have a rounded, three-dimensional form-

Modeling
The technique of modeling"js used very frequently

by artists who aspire to a sculptural corporality in the

nude, to an almost tactile sensation that the forms are

curved and occupy deep space jii the representation.

'Ibnal gradation leads to modeling the nude—in

other 'words, to creating the effect of volume.
Modeling is a direct consequence

t
oi the gradation of

light and shadow on the body of tfte figure. If we
want our portraits to appear more' three-dimensional

Or more solid, we can "model" theni with charcoal or

pencil and then fuse the hatching'with a tortillon, or
even with our fineers.6

I •&
,

V.

WIu-h we render the volume

of the wrinkles hi a figure's

chilling, besides grading the

intensity of the grays, it is

essential lo control the

direction of the shadings/Hie

raising of itdumes with a

gfaphite pencil is delicate and

urates fcji' ohupt tonal shifts.

feata the contrast in the

mo/Ming, the greater the effect

of the figure's thrce-

ttimctisimwlity will be.

For better

modeling, it is

preferable to

work with

charcoal sticks

rather than a

charcoal pencil.

Charcoal sticks

smooth and blend

easily, while the

pressed charcoal

of a pencil

produces very

intense lines that

arc hard to blend.

VOLUME

' ; .'a
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Forcing Contrasts

\ richness ofreflections and shadows can be
woduccd by the artist by surrounding the figure with

dements that create nuances on tlie skin.The
eflcction of light on a white cloth makes shadows

ighter; if the cloth is red, the shadows arc tinted with

his color and shade the body with its tone. Similarly,

t an object interrupts the trajectory of the light, its

hadow will be cast on the nude, creating an effect

,vith potential pictoi ial interest.

[ransitions Between Shadows
transitions between shadows—from light to dark and
lark to light—are produced through different means
lepending on the media employed. In pencil, these

;radations are achieved by tightening the trace and
11 cumulating crosshatches to darken the shadow;

\'ith charcoal, die darkening is made by intensifying

he impression of the stick, and the transitions are

iroduccd by fading the stain of the charcoal; the

jrocess with chalk or pastels is very similar.The
ading can also be done with a tortillon.

Controlling the Direction of the Stroke

[b produce the effect of volume on a figure, we must
ontrol the direction of the stroke. It is not sufficient

o apply hatching; we must impress upon it the

>roper direction. For instance, the hatching of an arm
hould be circular. In a curved surface such as the

bdomen or buttocks, it should also describe a curve.

3n the other hand, if the surface is flatter, such as a

tack or a torso, the hatching should be straight. As a

esult, the form of these strokes should be consistent

vith the waves and reliefs of the body.

Modeling is based on the comet description ofthe reliefs of

he human figure, and it begins with smooth transitions or

radations between tones.

Modeling means

sculpting with soft

transitions ol light

and shadow,

prodnting a tactile

appearanic in the

figme so thai u<

textures and the

folds affile shin arc

revealed by the

light ii< ir falls on

them.

The eficct ofsmoothing is

essential in developing a correct

modeling, lllicn the presence of

the line is suppressed, the tonal

efjects gain prominence,

producing a more pictorial

effect in the figure.

in- ®fl



Chiaroscuro is the gradation of shades

from white—usually given as the blank paper

—

to the most intense black that we obtain by drawing.

CHIAROSCURO EFFECTS:
WORKING waA ABSOLUTE CONTRAST

A Dramatic Effect

Chiaroscuro is the most dramatic of lighting effects. It

consists ofsubjecting the nude to an intense light

source that divides the anatomy into very brightly lit

areas and and a total darkness that blends into the

background. This effect was used frequently by the

painters of the Baroque period to intensify the drama
and expressiveness ot their works.The more intense die

chiaroscuro—hat Is, the greater the contrast between
light and dark values—die greater the resulting sense of

volume, and the more evident the effect ol light on the

figure will be. Similarly, a greater contrast between light

and shadow produces a greater number ofintermediate
values that must be included for the forms to maintain

a continuous surface.This also holds for the volumes of

the nude, which are rounded and in which the

transition from lightest to most shaded is produced in a

smooth, progressive manner; when this transition is

interrupted abruptly, the shadow appeal's sharper and

the effect is a contour.

'to work with

chiaroscuro more

easily, focus a

single, intense light

source on the

figure's side.

By owning up white aims with a soft eraser

on a drawing made with intense tliarcoal

hatching, we can produce a chiaroscuro effect

in thefigure, otiriaiing intermediate tones.



These two drawings ofa sphere allow us to hcllir

understand the difference between a volume rendered

with modeling or sculptural effects (A) and with

chiaroscuro effects (B). The former exhibits smooth

tonal transitions, whereas in the latter, the contrast

between the lighted and shaded areas is more

pronounced.

A strong contrast between light and shaded

areas at the expense of modeling produces a

dramatic, surprising effect in the figure.

Sharp and Smooth Contrasts
The group of chiaroscuro values

employed in a drawing constitutes

a spectrum, within which we can
choose a lighter or darker tone, or
accentuate the contrast between
the values closest to white or
black.The spectrum of tones that

appear in the drawing affects the

intensity, harmony, and

atmosphere of the composition.A
wide spectrum with a large

number of intermediate tones is

more fertile and visually attractive,

but if it is too rich, there is a

danger of breaking up the unity
and harmony of the whole.

Light and Dark Areas
In a chiaroscuro, the light areas

must always be free of pigment,
but ifwe make a mistake, we can
partly recover these areas with a

soft eraser.The darkest areas

should also be given special

.Teatment. Once we have achieved

m intense tone, we leave the area

definitively and do not touch it

igain, to avoid reducing the

ibsorbancy of die paper, which
A'ould make it impossible to

ichieve a darker tone, no matter
iow hard we try.

In a chiaroscuro, the

lighted areas should

be left untouched.

Notice how the

strong lighting even

dissolves thefigure's

outline on its right-

hand side.
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The study of the figure should not be relegated to drawing nudes. We
shouldn't forget clothed figures depicted in everyday situations. For the

amateur artist, this subject presents from the outset a simpler rendering

solution than the nude, because clothing obscures the model's anatomical

reliefs and muscular profile.The goal is not only to draw a well-

proportioned body and the posture it assumes, but also the draping of its

dress, and the creases and folds that it produces. Furthermore, the clothing

that dresses a figure should be represented convincingly: if the model raises

his arm, the wrinkles in his jacket should match the limb's motion.
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STUDYING//, INNER STRUCTURE^ BODY
Perhaps the liardest task for the amateur artist

drawing the clothed figure is representing the

form hidden underneath the clothing. In a clothed

figure, the problems that arise have to do with the

quality of the textiles of the clothing, with their

wrinkles and curved surfaces, which make it difficult

to understand the pose or attitude that the body
assumes in certain situations.

Understanding the Structure of the Figure
As with the nude human figure, it Is necessary to

understand the model as an organic whole, but with a

clothed figure we have an advantage in that, if a part

or the body remains hidden or seems confusing, we
can try to imagine its inner structure, the position

that the limbs adopt in a nude pose.To do so, it helps

to draw simple geometric shapes that constitute the

drawings infrastructure. From there, the goal is to

adapt the clothing to the modcl.Very few garments
reveal the details of die anatomy, so the form of the

body and die wrinkles are determined by the type of
garment worn by the figure and the weight and
rigidity of its fabric.

H-i
- should approach the clothed figure

with a similar outline to one we would

use for a nude, ignoring the folds in the

clothing and looking instead at the pose

hi its entirely.

>&.»*

If the figures in the drawing are wearing loose clothing, it may be

difficult to visualize their inner structure (A), and for this reason it

will he ofgreat help to the beginning artist to imagine the model

nude, and try to discoverfrom each pose each of the positions ofthe

limbs (B). If "undressing" the figure is too complicated and lie are

unable to guess al the limb's terminals on the basis of the folds tluy

create in the clothing, we can turn to a geometric sketch, and try to

understand the body on the basic ofsimple volumetric shapes (C).



The Folds of the Joints

Depending on the type of garment or fabric

that covers the body, the motion of the figure

will be more or less evident: it is easier to

discover a shape underneath a silk dress than a

woolen one. Elastic garments such as those

worn by gymnasts or cyclists, mold the body
\ but also confine lt.The folds in the clothing and

.the contours of right garments are a good index

for finding the body's volume, as well as the

result of several factors, such as the rigidity of

the fabric and the play of the body's

articulations and joints. Keep in mind that the

breasts, elbows, and knees are suggested by

creases in the cloth; the wrinkles and tensions in

the.fabric actually explain the bends and

^position of the limbs.

^jhat Clothing Reveals About Personality

A particular clothing style can tell us a great

dealSjbout the person wearing it; likewise, what

we w<h|r also, influences the way we feel and

move. A "long"; loose dress gives a woman a

certain grace, and this is reflected in the way she

sits. Wearingjea?s"a"nd informal clothing, the

same person vWlfeel completely different, and

this will be reflected in a more relaxed pose.

Likewise, a man in a suit and tie tends to sit in a

more rigid manner than one wearing informal

clothes.

Tlie key word in drawing clothed

figures is "simplification." We
mustn't make the mistake of

drawitig details and textures. It is

essential that uvjirst draw a

sketch of the pose andfrom it

dcivlop a sketch that includes a

preliminary study of the

gradations of light and shadow.

Today, athletic clothing tends to

he elastic, and it adjusts perfectly

to the liody, so it doesn't obscure

the figure's anatomical profile.



LOTHING and FOLDS:
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CREATING TEXTURAL EFFECTS
Koike in this scries of

/trainings the different

hate/ling possibilitiesfor

reproducing clothing by

depicting its creases and

textures. The first

treatment ofthe figure is

llie sketch, and there is

nothing better than

using the flat side of the

clialk to obtain synthetic

hatching effects.A few

strokes are enough to

mark the direction of the

creases.

The most important aspects of the

clothed figure are the draping of

the garment and the types of creases

or wrinkles that it forms. A towel,

jacket, shroud, or silk dress looks very

difiercnt from bare flesh.

Drawing Creases

Drawings of clothing, fabrics, and
ornaments ofany kind present a

serious challenge that merits

discussion.The creases that envelop a

figure can appear thick and rigid or

subtle and vaporous, revealing the

forms of the body underneath.

Lighter fabrics such as silk or colton

create many small wrinkles, and they

usually present very fine tonal values;

velvet and wool, on the other hand,

produce more rigid, separate

wrinkles.The creases and folds of
thin, translucent fabrics are softer and
more numerous; heavier fabrics have

fewer and larger folds.A good
exercise is to make studies of
wrinkled garments that you find in

your drawer; by doing so, you will see

for yourself thai every fabric has its

own, distinctive properties depending
on the quality of their folds, how they

fall, and the degree to which they

absorb or reflect light.The important

thing is that your pencil respond to

the sensation of the material on the

clothed figure.

Pot a more detailed drawing with rhalk, we can

use the small tortillan to expand and gradate the

grays. "/<> draw wrinkles correctly, we should be

aware that they produce shadows, and iluu they

also show "casts," areas on niiich the lightJails

directly.



Clothing and Anatomy
The tendency to use synthetic materials in the

manufacture of all kinds of garments creates many
varied shines and reflections to render in drawing.

Even the wrinkles or creases created by loose-fitting

nthletic clothes are typical of the artificial materials

they arc made of. Tight clothing cannot hide

anatomical defects. A too-high hipbone,

disproportionate arms, or poorly drawn feet will

be immediately noticeable.Tight clothing tends

not to show wrinkles and describes the

anatomy perfectly, by revealing the profile, and

because the muscle mass can be seen through

the garment. I.oosc-fitting clothing,

however, hides the anatomical relief of the

body and shows more (blds.Wrinkles

produce shadows, and in their crests, areas

on which light falls directly. This creates the

need to analyze the tonal values and

carefully nuance every surface more
meticulously than tight clothing.

To analyze the

folds of an item

of clothing, it is a

good exercise to

first make a linear

treatment of the

figure, drawing all

of its wrinkles as

contours, [n this

way, we will

confirm that the

fold also varies

depending on the

material with

which the

garment was

made.

(Graphite penal is the most appropriate medium for

delicate work. We can mark llw limits ofshaded areas

andJill each ofthem in with gray hatching. It is

necessary to grade and nuance every surface, sometimes

very meticulously, because the gradations of a graphite

pencil are very fine in most cases.

The ball-point pen is perhaps the

least noble of all drawing

instruments, but it is nevertheless

frequently used />)' professional

artists Its strictly linear properties

force the artist to make hatching

on clothing based on stretches of

overlapping lines.
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RHYTHMS WRINKLES
The traditional complement to the volumes of a

nude figure is the drape arid the folds and creases

that it produces. Its function is more than simply
-.JS,

anecdotal: it is a formal counterpoint that allows one «j~

to harmonize and accentuate <3ie forms of the nude,

adding a touch of color tcV'enlivcn the coinpost'ckifl' if

necessary.

Drawing the Drape
Drawing the drape is .mother academic discipline, out
ol fashion today, which drawing students were
ii idinonalh expected to master. Ii consists ofdrawin
in pencil or charcoal the folds and the general form
ofa cloth hanging or falling over a chair or stool.The
purpose of this exercise is to exercise the student's

skill in rendering light and shadow, and in creating a

complicated and detailed volume. Drapes are also

interesting from a compositional point of view,

because if necessary, they allow for a balancing

pictorial space by compensating the excessive we:

of the forms ofthe figure through the crisscro:

their folds.

'lb represent a drape {oiwincingfy, we must work

awfully on its modeling by milking subtle
s

gradations ami opening up stretches ofwhiteJor

llie highlighted aieas.

The rhythm of

the trace as it

comes and goes

can he used 10

render a drape

while also

creating an

attractive zigzag

effect Zigzagging

lines ran suggest

creases and folds

rhythmically and

fairly naturally.

\



Abstract Drawing
Drawing the drape can be considered an authentic

abstract drawing, given the geometric complexity

inherent in the folds and their independence from
the figurative forms. In diis sense, it is interesting

when drawing the drape to find that the problems of
line, chiaroscuro, and modeling are nakedly evident

here.The exact construction of folds and their

shadows is inessential; it is more interesting to

interpret drapes in an abbreviated, sketchy manner, in

agreement with the characteristic lightness of these

secondary elements of a figure drawing.

Although you may see this as a complex problem,
do not be discouraged. Look at the object as an

abstraction and reduce it to simple forms and
surfaces.The key is to observe the way that clothing

falls and adjusts to the forms of the body. It is a

matter of training your eye to appreciate the structure

and form of wrinkles with clarity, as a whole and
individually. This coherent vision allows us to see it all

clearly: a tucked-in part here, a protrusion there, over

here a broad concavity, etc.

If you observe the drupes

and creases of clothing in

isolation, you can look at

thvtn as an abstract

composition. The most

important thing is to

consider their structure and

not forget the direction of '

the clothing: curved, heavy

wrinkles (A), and straight,'

vertical creases (B),

Ifyou are drawing afij

with many creases, you

may choose to structure the

information. Tltefirst step

is to make an outline of

the model and work with

simple forms indicating the

Jorm and position of each

crease. Then, patiently,

extend the hatching that

accentuates and gives

volume to the area.

Drapes are a very

attractive complement to

both clothedfigures and

nudes. They add a very

mannered decorative

effect that recalls the

zigzags ofan arahsque.



9fe FIGURE
W ITS CONTEXT

Most spontaneous figure drawings are taken from

everyday life. All you have to do is observe the

figure at home, on the street, or at work, and find its

pictorial aspects. In fact, one of the most interesting

subjects for drawing studies is the interiors of public

buildings—tors, restaurant, cafeterias, dance halls, etc.

In these surroundings, figures appear in more natural

poses, revealing their character and sociability. Drawing
the background in which you find the figure is ofgreat
help in drawing the figure later.

Drawing Architecture
Drawing figures in an interior often involves dealing

with the perspective of the setting. But perspective

need not be a problem, for it, too, can be used to

establish a clear background, and thus die comparison
of die size of the figure with the objects in the

background can be extremely practical in achieving a

realistic representation of the figure itself and its

surroundings.

This variation is of particular interest: the

participation of architecture in the composition of the
relationship between the figure and the decor can be
so significant that to ignore it is to deny the drawing
what could potentially be one of its most notable traits.

A

[f instead of working in strokes that dearly delineate the ftgur-

contours, you draw them with a blurry, atmospheric outline, y
achieve a greater integration of thefigure ami its luukgromi

#*

Perspective is a heyJailor in rcpixsaiting figures in context.

In stales suih ostitis one, make note ofhow the figuresgron

smaller and graft' progressively discolored the further they get

from the Joregtbtmd.



Concretion and Indeterminacy
The figure is generally rendered concretely

while its surroundings are left sketchy and
indeterminate. Its concretion doesn't

necessarily mean well-defined contours,

but rather a more intense line (a very

amnion error among beginners is to draw

» definite contour around the figure, and
thus detaching it completely from the

background). Light conditions can make it-'-'S

io that parts of the figure appear to meld
into the background, and part of the
success of a drawing depends on softening

its margins and omitting details, leaving

tome things to the viewer's imagination.

The background that contextualizes the

figure may include just a few lines or

marks, but there is almost always some
indication that something more lies behind

them.

4 study offigures in an urban landscape is

f/fl easy task, for the figures are never still.

Tins fortes the artist to he selective, draw in

synthesis, and pay attention, hasically, to the

attitude of the model and to the objects

wound him.

Tile profile of the tlosest figim'S shows

more intense, pronounced lines, which helps

to difjerentiatethemfrom the background.

To draw quick

studies, a graphite

pencil is among
the most

recommended
mediums. A
graphite pencil

gives us a variety

of strokes: drawing

with a sharpened

point (A), a dull

point (B), or with

the point

completely tilted

onto its side (C).

li -

.-...,-•



AND "Willi effects, blending and smoothing, anything suggesting immobility, stability

gravity, density, and firmness, disappears and is diluted in the fluid and

intangible—a luminous t'ihration that translates all the appearances oj the

world.

"

MeiritcttrdrsArts. INd:
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When drawing the human figure, one of the artists biggest challenges is to

express and represent the various textures and tones found on the human
body, such as skin pigmentation, wrinkles, and body and facial hair.To do so. the
artist need rely solely on the basic drawing techniques of line, blending, volume,
erasing, and gradation —all of which can also be applied in drawings to create

atmosphere—to achieve his or her artistic interpretation of the human model.



RENDEBJNG //,< ATMOSPHERE

AROUND//,
FIGURE
The atmosphere ofa drawing

depends on die harmony that

dominates the scene and evokes a

determinate sensation of light, a

factor of artistic quality that is

important to observe.

Nonetheless, apart from the

intensity and quality of the

lighting, there are other factors that

condition the atmospheric climate:

die intonation of colors, die

chiaroscuro effect, contrasts, a

greater or lesser use of modeling,

etc.

Drawing the Air

Around the Figure

The atmosphere should be present

in the work as an air surrounding

the figure.The effect ofatmosphere
is an optical illusion produced by

water vapor and the dust panicles

in the air, which discolors and

partly blurs the forms and profiles

of the figure.This is the opposite of
the hard contours and precision of
the drawing.The atmosphere

should be fluid, continuous,

unified, and uninterrupted.The
absence of clarity is the key.With a

correct tonal evaluation of each of

the drawing's planes, we can

recreate in them a lighter or denser

atmosphere, deciding on the basis

of the intensity of its tones what
spectrum of grays should occupy

each plane.

lb achieve an atmospheric effect, the grays

and tonal gradations should be blended and

smoothed out, with no visible strokes, and

soft transitions between tones.

1/ we blend grays

into each other,

eliminating any

intense traces, the

figure loses

definition but gains

atmosphere.

Faintly defined, diffuse profiles made with soft lines

integrate thefigure to the white of the paper, giving it an

atmospherii effect.

Sx



Atmospheric Hatching
An atmospheric effect depends

above all else on our skill during

the hatching process, as we
increase the pressure on the

charcoal, pastel, or chalk and
impress its stroke upon the paper.

The goal is to shade or to color,

passing gradually from a lighter

tone to the next darker one, and
so on. Each phase should be

accompanied by a light fingertip

blinding to avoid abrupt shifts in

tone.

Blending

The difference between
smoothing and blending lies in the

purpose of each. Doth operations

require that we run an object—

a

cotton rag, a fingertip, etc.—over a

spot of pigment on the page. But
smoothing is intended to

withdraw and extend color,

whereas the purpose of blending is

to mix the different tones by
repeatedly rubbing the color. With
blending, the hatching or coloring

also grows softer, but not as much
as it does with smoothing.

The Hazy Drawing
Charcoal is the ideal medium for

producing a hazy drawing.This

term refers to making very subtle

tonal gradations, describing forms
without drawing contours or
outlines. This technique, which
produces very foggy, obscure

figures, consists of insistendy

rubbing the surface of the paper

with one's fingertips until the

figure's appearance becomes
vaporous and atmospheric.The
absence of visible pencil strokes

imbues the drawing with pictorial

finish.

The baldness ofthis drawing ghvs it a

pictorial quality. 7 he effect is achieved by

insistently blending the grays.

Charcoal is used

a great deal in

atmospheric

drawings because

it mixes and blur*

easily and

possesses rich

tonal qualities.

M
Almospheric figures tan also

be atliiived through tines,

but the lines must blur and

obscure the profile of the

figure, breaking down and

obscuring its principal

shapes.



REATING VOLUME
mif/t ACCE

Using white chalk on colored paper is one way to

c rente accents, but mixing white chalk with other

colon or with charcoal allows for more intermediate

tones. In creating accents. \vc can play with the

interaction ofthree ditlerent actors; the tone of the

paper, the use of charcoal or colored chalk, and the use

ofwhite chalk.Wc can therefore increase the range of
tonal values, which are used to create volume in the

figure;

Accents in White Chalk
An accent is the addition of a tone much brighter than

the paper and the other media used. When we draw on
a colored background, the tones we can make with the

charcoal or chalk are limited by the medium and by
the color of the paper itself. Nonetheless, this problem
can he overcome by adding touches of white; the

contrast is then so sharp that the drawing becomes
newly interesting.

While mouIsgivr

the figure a mote

volumetric

appearance, because

they accentuate the

contrast betuven its

lighted ,iiiil shaded

parts. In studies

mill sketdtes such

as these, accents can

lw made nsiux tlw

fiat side ofthe

charcoal or dial1
:.



1
1 hlie chalk combined with oilier colors can

provide the drawing until a much broader

paleiie \l used on ,i colored harkground.

Willie ihalk roii also he com/lined in a

single drawing uiih charcoal, Ifiee warn lo

practice tonal gradation, we lirst extend tin

dtarcoal liaiching and then superimpose

macks made with ilinlk—nam tin ollm

way around.

Lighter Gradations
To create .1 gradation between charcoal and white
chalk, we lirst draw with chalk from one side to
another, applying less pressure with each pass, and
then shade this layer with charcoal, but this time we
apply the most pressure onto the charcoal where the
least pressure was applied to the chalk, and vice versa.

However, it is not the same thing to apply charcoal to
chalk is to apply chalk to charcoal: a different result is

produced depending on the order in which they are

applied; only with practice does one grow
accustomed to their interaction.

Accent Effects

Accents in chalk can be applied in swaths of lines,

with dense stains of light in the form of points, or by
dragging the chalk over a given area, so that it

acquires a greater general brightness. Accents have no
effect when they are dispersed gratuitously over the
entire surface of the drawing; they only stand out
when they are concentrated in those parts of the
drawing that help produce an increased contrast and
accentuate the volume of the figure. On some
occasions, it may even be necessary to add a light

hatching around the accent.

Dedicate work should he done iii white colored pencils,

because with them it is possible 10 make both sharp lines

and suggestive hatching. By varying the pressure that yon
apply to tin pencil, yon can distinguish the intermediate

tones from the points ofmaximum brightness.

\

For more precis

accents. i( is

preferable to us.

while colored

pencil instead o
the rrailitional

chalk or pastel.



ORRECTING
'/////W ERAS INC

T~"\uring the process of its creation, the

J 'drawing undergoes constant changes,

to the point that the initial outline serves

only as a perch; it is therefore important for

the artist to transform the work constantly,

each time establishing more forcefully the

\ line that constitutes the drawing's planes

'( and forms.

As the final profile of the drawing begins

to take shape, the lines that constitute it

begin to overlap with earlier lines, in such a

way that the process can be seen as a

continuous correction of forms, until they

overpower the earlier lines, making it

unnecessary to erase them.

The Mistake as an Expressive Factor
In the work of many professional artists,

corrections and repetitions are deliberately

left in the final drawing as a practical

f
resource that lends vitality to the drawing,

or even suggests action or movement in the

figure; these corrections are known as

.,
pentimenti, or regrets.

l'entinienti express a strange fascination

with unfinishedness or sketchiness, and
with the process of drawing itself, rather

than the carefully finished product, a

tendency that reveals the romantic in all of

us.Thcrcfbre, when we make mistakes it is

preferable to forget about them and draw

more precise, vigorous lines alongside them.

Every drawing should be an experimental,

ever-changing process.To try out a form
tentatively, and then make adjustments and
corrections to it—these arc fundamental

parts of every creative process.

Charcoal makes it possible 10 erase the figim

repeatedly in order to add new lines to modify the

previous ones; however, in this sketch, the earlier

marks arc still risible alongside the item ones.



Phantom Lines

Drawings in charcoal are made by
adding one overlapping line after

another, which are erased or

corrected over the course of

creating the drawing.This
accumulation of discarded lines

—

"phantom" lines—creates an

interesting tonal effect on the

foundation of the page, and
sometimes even lends a greater

expressiveness and adds variety to

the drawing.The result is a few
confident, powerful hues that

emerge from what has, in fact,

been an intense process of
drawing and redrawing.

Some artists t4sc pmtimenti OS

another means of expression. In

tliis case, the simultaneity of the

legs giivs tliefigure a sense of

motion.

An Intuitive Drawing
The continued practice of drawing

the nude eventually gives the artist

an intuitive knowledge of the male

and female anatomies, which allows

her to render virtually any pose

automatically and render all of its

reliefs in their correct place and
proportions. This knowledge is

gained by noticing and correcting

the mistakes one makes, and by

always keeping in mind the basic

sketch of proportions and the

body's essential anatomical

configuration.

^D

The complete

erasure that is

often practiced in

the early phases

of drawing with

charcoal is

actually done to

create phantom

lines that serve as

a base for die

next stage of the

drawing.

Pentimcnli allow us to understand the study as a

living, creative process in constant development,

whichforces us to select and make decisions about

the correct placement of the limbs in each pose.

Nav lines are superimposed on the initial

ones, and modify the figure's appearance until

the desired pose is attained. Mien working on

a study, lines arc seldom erased, which allows

us to see the process that the figure has

undergonefrom the start (in the study at

right, it is still possible to see the preliminary

pivilion of the legs and back).
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BLENDING ^
to DISSOLVE CONTOURS

N

v*

\

Blending until out's fingertips, ifdone

insistently, can lighten the hatching

made with chaicoal.

>>

i .

*

Astump, or tortillon. is a stick made of soft, absorbent

paper with a point at either end, used to rub and

blend tones, to produce a graying or lightening of areas

drawn in pencil, charcoal, pastels, or chalk. Cotton balls

or swabs can also be used for blending and produce

smoother, more subtle results than the tortillon.

The Correction Effect

Stumping is in itself almost a form of correction. What
we are in fact doing when we use a tortillon is removing
dust that would otherwise adhere to the paper. This type

of correction changes the effect of the line and can even

eliminate it altogether. Stumping can also be used to fill

holes—those areas diat were previously free of charcoal

or chalk. This reduces the paper's capacity for more
hatching or coloring in later applications.

V

Tlicsc figures mere

created entirely' hy

slumping lines made

with maroon pastel;

aflcnmrd, to giiv the

figures more corporalily,

wr hair added afew
lines thai underscore

their profiles.

&



)peningWhite Spaces and
tlending Lines
he charcoal stick can be smoothed

»ith a tortillon, fingertips, or a

aii ltbnish. When charcoal is

iioothed, it becomes lighter; this is

Imost the only way of creating

radations, because the change in

itensity is barely noticeable when
ne traces more or less smoothly on

le paper. High-intensity soft

raphile can also lie smoothed with

tortillon, which allows lines to be

itcgrated and eliminates the white

aces between them. By grading

le tones, the tortillon creates a

infect representation of an object's

olunic. Any rubbing technique can

e used to smooth the lines of this

istmment. but it is ill-advised to

v?ruse this technique because it

in drain the final drawing of its

veliness.

wo Ways ofSmoothing
here are two basic ways to practice

noothing.To soften the heavy lines

r profiles ofa model, we should

se the tip ofa torullon.To smooth
tit large areas, we use the wide part

f the tortillon.The motions of the

and should follow die volumes of

ic body.When working on
nprecise foundations or smooth

trfaces. the hand should make a

ircular motion.

Smoothing not only creates subtle tonal

effects, but also gives the sulfate en attractive

texture. I he it to endow yoin figures with

depth and brightness.

Smoothing is a process thot allows the artist

to model the fleshy parts of the figure by

making smooth transitions in lone that help

to explain the volumes and reliefof the

human body.

When making a

study, afew grays

and a swipe of lilt

tortillon arc very

usefulfor

differentiating

lighted areasfrom

shaded ones.

It is worth noting

that the

possibilities of

stumping increase

when you use

vine charcoal

instead of

compressed

charcoal in stick

nr pencil form.



RASING:
OPENING UP SPACES

The eraser can play an important constructive role in drawing tin-

human figure. It serves as a drawing instrument in itself, useful for

working with the quality of the line and tone.We can use it to clear an

area, smooth out a line, or draw in negative, drawing the outline of the

figure by erasing on previously colored areas. In the same way that we
can produce different qualities of blacks depending on the pressure we
apply to the charcoal, the eraser allows for an inverse of the same

technique; the more pressure you apply, the whiter the erasure will be on

the page. If the erasure is soft, when the eraser passes softly over the

coloring it smoothes it out lightly. An erasure shows us how we can

construct a form using bright lights on a darker background.

I» matttan he

usedJill more tin -,11

correcting errors:

iii' can use it to

lighten and

moiH ihc relief

ofthe body.

Dexterous, use ofthe eraser raises the

volumes of the body, helping to create on

effect then reminds us ofGreco-Raman

bos-reliefs.

Once the tone is spread out, we trace the

outline of the figure using an eraser and

mark its bright spots by applying greater

force as we erase.



treating Effects with an Eraser

Vc can achieve various different effects with an eraser. Using one of its

harp edges, for example, we can create thick lines; ifwe rub the entire

i/ldtll of the eraser on the paper, we can make a broad swath: and we can

lake fine lines by tracing with its edge or using a retractable eraser.

Retractable erasers ate very useful for drawing on a previously colored

ir shaded surface. In diffuse drawing, the shine of the skin is reinforced

iy opening up white areas with the eraser, as well as by modeling forms

nd respecting those areas that automatically create shadows. Finally, we
an give greater nuance to the sharpest of contrasts by softly applying a

icncil or chalk and following the form of the anatomical surface.

Vorking with Charcoal
flic limited adhesiveness of charcoal makes it very hard to erase. In these

ases, a soft gum eraser is essential, because not only can it be used to

orrect mistakes, but it is also useful for opening up white spaces within

hatching or blend to restore the color of the paper even after it has

icen drawn upon.

~The malleability

| of charcoal makes

it one of the best

bases for a

drawing based on

erasures, whether

it's textured or

smooth. An eraser

can also be used

as a blotter of

sorts, creating

textures and

repeating a

previously

modeled figure

on dense charcoal

hatching.

"*•
I:

imscrs are also a drawing instrument. liny

re a medium for working with the quality

fa line on a colored background.

M 7/c// llie iiasn is ruhhed sojtly on a hatching or

oloriug, it smoothes it out lightly. IJ we use this effect

carefully, we can suggest the middle and darkei tones.
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EXPRESSIVE LINES:
RHYTHM «,«/ TENSION

The interpretation of the model with expressive

lines emphasizes its formal properties and imbues

the drawing with character. A drawing need not only

refer to representations and structures in the physical

world—it can also express some of the personal traits

ofthe artist: his emotions, imagination, perceptions,

and personality.The abstract qualities of form,

rhythm, and color always have an emotive response

for a perceptive artist.

Expression in the Figure
Expression is a difficult concept to define in a few
words without giving rise to ambiguity.A figure

drawing is expressive when it possesses "life," an inner

vitality; when the model appears animated and is not

reduced to pure, cold representation. Expression can

be achieved in several different ways: by using

saturated colors; with intense, out of control lines; or

through formal distortion.

In order to properly make an expressive drawing, it is

useful to practice the graphic quality ofthe line itself,

and study its intensity and direction.

Mastering line is an

essential skill when

drawing a study from

life, especially ifwe

consider that in many

cases, it is necessary to

work quickly because

postures are often

fleeting.



jnear Marks
lb achieve an expressive line in

inr drawings, we must work
[uickly, and barely lift the pencil

ram the page, or shade, and
bllow the main lines of the

ubject with a loose, carefree,

lervous stroke of the pencil.

Expressiveness is manifested

hanks to perceptual quickness

nd unconscious work, which
Hows for the improvisation of
ines with a liveliness and strength

hat are impossible to produce

vith a slower, more methodical

xecution.

In this type of drawing, lines are

xpressed quickly, and the form is

apturcd and represented in its

otality, with no details, but in its

ull, dynamic action. Its features

re decisive and the pressure

pplicd to the line varies

lepending on the emotional

eflexes of the artist; the line is

lecisive and flexible ifwe can lose

airselves in the impulse of a

leeting perception.

20 z&**F X

Expressive dmwings are the most appropriate for transmitting tUi

motion ofa figure. Tlw lines hi this kind ofsketch overlap, creating

terrific structural confusion.

Making expulsive

strokes forces us to

render the line very

quickly, disregaiding

the details and

instead focusing on

the rhythm and

structure ofthe

/(gate.

is advisable to

always carry a

sketchbook with

you. By observing

people and

drawing them
frequently, you
will build a visual

memory of
physical forms

and expressions,

and you will gain

practice in using

a quick,

spontaneous

stroke.

75 make an

expressive drawing,

it is better to work

with the pencil ^_.

point i

which
i

greater presence and

modulation.

< tilted slightlfrK

h gives the linc\Jj
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Hair is a malleable covering. It varies greatly

depending on a person's rate and comes in a

wide array of forms and textures that can be a

challenge for the amateur artist. Hair can be
represented in three ways: first, drawing in synthesis,

while determining only the effects of light and
shadow; second, rendering the effects of light and
shadow, the tonal values, modeling the forms, light,

and shine that determine the quality of the hair; and
third, rendering the hairstyle by controlling the

direction of the line.

HAIR TEXTURE
Hair Tones
No matter how dark the hair is, we must never draw
it in a tone so intense that it contrasts excessively

with the tones of the face.We must soften this dark
color, making it as light as the most darkly shaded
tones of the face or neck, to integrate the tonal values

of the hair with those of the rest of the figure. Subtle
variations in light and shadow help express the
texture and volume of the hair.We can achieve the

eflect of softness with a blurry or unfocused profile

or by adding a satiny shine to give the hair a silky

appearance.

In a quick sketch, the texture

of the hair is treated only

minimally; it can be rendered

with a simple hatching made

up of directional lines.

<<Jf

'lliere an several

methodsfor giving

volume to the hair

offinished figures.

The most effective

of these is to

conceive the locks of

hair as if they were

blocks, and model

each area separately

until its own light

and shaded parts.

Ifwe want to

represent the

texture of the hair,

we must not forget

that the pencil lines

must alwa)'sflow

in the same

direction as the

hair, mien drawing

curly hair, for

instance, the lines

must lie curved.



The Direction of the Stroke

The direction of the- stroke must follow the logical

direction of the hairstyle; therefore, we must take into

account the shape of the style every time we draw

the hair: with straight hair, the lines will be very

straight, while with wavy hair the lines will be

curved. Curly hair can be rendered with swirls, and

very kinky hair can be rendered m very fine doodles.

Thus, we achieve hair that seems to really originate in

the scalp. On the other hand, it can also be interesting

to apply loose traces to express the lightness of the

hair, avoiding a solid, overly "heavy" form.

Despite its appearance in real life, hair

color must never appear very intense.

We nut t integrate its tone harmonically

to that of theface as a whole, as ire

Would any other part of the Imly.

Time are two basic ways to represent

hoily hair: one is to start with a classic,

gray hatching, using parallel tracings;

the othci is to start by smoothing the

hatching with a fingertip stained ivith

chaicoal.Ute drawing at right shoios

/>('//? possibilities.

Body Hair
When drawing the hair on the brows, armpits, or

pubic area, do not try to draw each hair individually.

You should make these traces only articulate enough

so that they imitate the texture of the skin covered in

hair and the different tonal intensities that these areas

exhibit compared to others.The hair on a man's legs

and chest can be rendered with short, light,

directional lines or by smudging of circular or

irregular traces applied with a light touch of the

pencil.

Lines describing hair slinnldn V be

uniform; it is mote effective to vary tbeii

intensity and girth to describe a silky

texture based on the incidence of reflecting

light on its surface.



me QUALITIES
oft/* SKIN

The skin Is the outer dressing that covers the

human body completely, giving the body the

appearance of a single, colored surface. Although this

is not altogether the case, this surface presents more
or less pronounced volumes, livery individual has a

unique skin color, hut light affects the color through
which it is perceived, creating different tonal values.

Flesh Should Look Like Flesh

When drawing a nude, the flesh should look like

flesh. When faced with representing the skin, consider

the following factors: the wavy reliefs of the muscles,

wrinkles, the navel, and the creases and joints in the

limbs, as well as the age and race of the person
pictured.The flaccid, wrinkled skin of an elderly

person will not look the same as the smooth, taut

skill of a child; similarly, a person of color will hold

different tonal varieties than a white person.The
volumes of the body's fleshy areas depend, above all

else, on the muscles, tissues, and the texture and
firmness of the skin. A more evident, general factor to

consider is the appearance of wrinkles with age, the

flaccidity of the skin in certain areas, and the presence

ofbags, particularly in the cheeks and neck.

Skin covewd with body hair should be

drawn sketchily. flic best filing is 10

attempt to create a grainy layer of

vellum by nibbing llw side ofilie

charcoal slick on the page—the

s/Kckled line simulates the hairy

coining oftile skin wry effectively.

liy to think ofWrinkles and cirases as

definite forms and avoid representing them

as arbitrary lines mi the surface of the

skin.

$



different Racial Types
fhe laws ofproportion or anatomy

ieseribed at the beginning ofthe book
ren't valid for everyone.The facial

batures of a Black person are more
ironounced than those of a Caucasian;

imilarly, in a Chinese person, the height

if the body equals some seven and a half

ither than eight and a half heads,

ometiiiics, we find it difficult to draw
aces or bodies of races other than our
iwn for the simple reason that we arc so

imiliar with our own
iroportions that our perception

when drawing others becomes
inited.The only solution is

j face this issue and seek

lew models. Once you have

irogressed as an artist and

levclopcd your powers of
ibservation and analysis,

Irawing different racial types

wll become easier.

ihadows and Light

he flesh tones of a nude

hould always be at the

srvice of the expression

if light and shadows

m the anatomy. It

pes without saying

hat shadows can be

leep and dense, or

aft and transparent,

nd that light can

e intense, direct,

ir indirect.We
lust also consider

hat the tones ofthe

ody vary depending
in the color

jrrounding the figure.

Tiis effect can then be

Herniated or intensified by
urrounding the figure with other colors

hat contrast with its profile. Therefore,

kin color is a creation borne ofthe
hromatic treatment of the work, and can

e modified and affirmed as the drawing

regresses, attenuating, correcting, or

itensifying that color.

#

/

i

It is useful to practice drawing models of different

ethnicities. In doing so, we discover thai lite skin may

have different tonal values, and identify slight

differencesfrom the classical laws ofproportion,

ixirtintlarly as concerns tlieface.

It



"At an indeterminate hour, from a source known to us today, the work ofart ineluaahly comes into the

world. Cold calculation, spots that erupt into disorder, mathematically exact construction—clear or

recondite—loud or silent drawing, scrupulous workmanship, fanfares of color or pianissimo of wide,

tranquil, brittle surfaces.

"

W. Grohinann and Wa.ssi]y Kandinsky: Milan, // Stiggiatare. 1959.
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NUDE FIGURE//,
CHARCOAL:

.^OUTLINE
The outline is the first step the artist must take on the page It

consists ofdrawing the formal structure of the model, taking

into account its limits and proportions, as Gabriel Martin has done
in this exercise. In order to make an adequate outline, it is necessary

to calculate, evaluate, synthesize, sketch, and try to understand how
forms are articulated. II the outline is not rendered correctly, it will

be nearly impossible to correct the draw ing later.

1

* 1. The outline should first be

made with tin thick side ofthe
charcoal stick between your

fingers.The basic forms o( the

figure are outlined very

synthetically. As you draw with the

charcoal stick, your fingertips

should blur the initial line and

blend it into the paper. In the

composition, we should keep in

mind the incline of the back and

the zigzag composition that the

legs describe in relation ro the

body.

2

2. fhe goal is to measure, erase, and correct the

drawing as you go along, until, little by little, the

drawing looks like the model. When, alter several

attempts, we find the correct line, this line should be
marked as a hard incision with the point ol the

charcoal on the paper, which will allow you to

reinforce the figure's contour.



I?)

I Hiii/ mirking mill charcoal slicks, break lliem into

smaller pieces lo moke it easier to nmiwitirr your

strokes on the paper.

3. Don't worry if you have to make corrections.To make a

correct outline on the first try takes a great deal of

practice: it is something you will achieve only after much
drawing. Don't use an eraser when making your outline

—

a rag will suffice. And remember how interesting

pentimenti can be.

4. The final result of this exercise

is an outline that captures the

posture and attitude of the model,

without ignoring the correct

proportional relationships of her

body.The important thing here is

to achieve an accurate, synthetic.

firm contour line, and a drawing

that doesn't get lost in the

details—notice how the drawing

obviates the facial features, hands,

inner details ot the figure, even

the feet.

lie first outline

should be made
with ihe thick

side of the

charcoal stick, to

make the lines

finer and more

controllable.
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BUILDING
GEOM

<k»-

; s FORMS
•"Gabriel Martin pYoprKes mother way of out! ;, which consists of

trying to consider the forms of the mqdel basfcd on very simplified

sketctfes with very few lines.Thcrc is no form or p«c the human body
can/issuine that is too complex to be redujbd to simsle geometric
shales. Therefore, the forms of the body tjr\be rend*
lerhental geometric shapes that can be i

oudme.This method, then, means starting
I

simplification i^f form—simplification almosl

abstraction—tQi render the fundamental form"

portant thing is to

rubric pose in a

irtionate manner, so the fiftt

lings we must draw are the lines,

of the shoulders and the hipbone,V
both somewhat tilted.We draw an V

oval to represent the head, a

rectangle for the torso, and two ^/
overlapping right triang}esJi>r the

{fc^«eKCh«^osjgp»»3Br,
J!rie arms also

describes"triangular shapes.The
result is a highly synthetic oudinc
in which the pose that the figure

assumes and its forms are made
much more comprehensible.

Starting from this sketch, wc
continue to add new forms
detailing the volume of the body
and the silhouette of the limbs

with greater precision.

2. Once we ge^tHjhis point.

the drawing looks like .a

wooden model.The arms
legs are correctly msii iua

geometric shapes i

than before,

imewhat robo

to the figure,

outline, wc
ery part of th

completely and establi

proportional relationships ,'

between the members;
otherWise, the drawing could

present problems la er o

stage lrij

render.



3
3. All that i-s needed now to complete the

line is to secure the principle lines of

figure, without detailing unimportant

nis such as the fingers. If you wish, you
an also start applying hatching at this

point.This process can be done very

quickly using the edge of a stick of

graphite, drawing with the flat surface

of the stick and then smudging the

result with your hand. Make sure that

the inclination of the body is correct

by checking the lines of the

shoulders, the breasts, and the

hipbone.

4. In this final image we sec how, when
the profile is rendered with more sinewy

lines and the body is modeled with

hatching, the geometric outline Starts to

disappear, and in its place we find the

body of a well proportioned figure.

Erasures in a drawing arc

not only useful for

lightening or eliminating

lines. Uy dabbing the

surface of the paper with a

rag stained with

charcoal, we can

achiivc some very

interesting tonal

and atmospheric

effects.

Erasing a drawing

completely is

recommended
when we intend

to correct

improperly

I situated lines: this

way, we become
aware of the

reference points

we shouldn't use.

and at the same
time correct

possible mistakes

in the outline.

4
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III standing poses, the lines of the shoulders and hipbone are rarely

completely horizontal. Almost always, especially in relaxed poses like

the one shown here, these lines assume a slight inclination so that part of

the body's weight rests on one leg, while the other leg is flexed and
appears more relaxed.This type of posture, as we have seen, is known as

the contraposto or ischiatic position, here rendered in graphite pencil by

Carlant.

DRAWING a
STANDING FIGURE
m„ CONTRAPOSTO

1 . Before starting to draw, we
should make an effort to

understand the body's posture

using a simple, synthetic skeleton

to define it.The first step is to

place the oval for the head and the

arch describing the backbone. In

the contraposto position, the lines

of the shoulders and hips always

tilt in opposite directions.The first

lines should have a purely

constructive—not descriptive

—

function.

2. After placing the structural lines

of the body, it becomes easier to

draw the forms of the model. We
begin with the head, on which we
will mark the location of the facial

features, then work down to the

shoulders, keeping in mind that

the distance from each of them to

the backbone should be die same,

even when tilted. Then we reach

the hipbones, which tilt from die

backbone at the same point at

which the legs bend.



In sonic parts of the anatomy,

the line disappears as a result of

stumping, which allows

smoother, more controlled

gradations in the hatching.

3. Using an eraser \vc eliminate the

Structural lines that we used as a guide.

The light, linear drawing from the

previous stage in the drawing now gives

way to the modeling of shadows (which

helps us understand the forms through

the drawing). But before doing so, each

of the body's volumes must be perfectly

defined and proportioned in relation to

the rest: the height of the pectorals, the

armpits, the abdomen, the pubic area, and

the knees. Use the reference points of the

classical law ofproportions to properly

situate these elements.

3
In contraposto

poses, the tilt of

the hips is also

reflected in die

knees. As a

response to this

tilting, one of the

knees always

appears somewhat
liigher than the

oilier.
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^ FIGURE
FORESHORTENED:

DRAWING /A' FEMALE NUDE
~>\

. . -
'•"

The application of the laws of proportion to the human .figure is

altered when the model is foreshortened—meaning, when the
relationship between the body's measurements is -modified by the rules

of linear perspective.We explained earlier several different ways of '.

approaching foreshortening, but the best way of learning is with practice

and by observing how Oscar SanchiSi.a. true professional, lenders a

foreshortened figure in charcoal.The technique he "will use to" d§, this

exercise is to first outline the figure with geometric slurries, and then try

to situate its contours by considering its countcrmdld.
%

\

f - >
- -

The first step is to establish the outline of the

gure, which we begin with a graphite pencil.To do
this, we make use of the by now familiar geometric
outline.To draw an approwriiation of the model's

profile we draw a soft contour in graphite pencil

based on the prcvioKOutline, remembering that

because the figujpBTying in bed with her legs closer

to the Viewer, tlfey will appear larger. The size of her
head will- be somewhat reduced because it is further

away.

2. We continue treating the empty spaces around the

figure with new tonal Gelds. At this stage it is

necessary to emphasize the light within the darker

areas of the drawing. Using crude charcoal as well as

stick of pressed charcoal, it is possible to combine
stains and lines ofvarying intensity.



Hie darkest parts of the face are made
h a tortillon, with little pressure, using

lines that allow us to find the

lit adjustment in tone.The
pose of Wending in this

Vnng is to complete the scale

.ones created by the charcoal

ching.

Complementary contrasts

ke it so that when they occur

Kent to bright tones, dark

es will appear more dense.

cr same thing happens to lighter

es, which appear much brighter

en they arc adjacent to dark

es.

3

*J

4

If working with

charcoal sticks,

wc should lake

the precaution of

erasing, even if

lightly, the

graphite traces

the previous

drawing. The
traces left by the

graphite pencil

are oily and will

keep the charcoal

from taking to

the paper.

I

vOP
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BUILDING
STAINS

One ofthe most attractive ways of beginning a drawing is by using

tin- flat Stain ofany dry medium in stick form, such as pastels or

chalk. Its spectrum of tones is broad, but because of its color.it looks

much softer than charcoal, and brighter, let's see for ourselves the

possibilities ot drawing with stains by observing how Ether Olive de

Puig renders a seated female figure with sharp contrasts between light

and shadow.

1. Before beginning to

draw, the artist makes
small sketches. Ifwhen we
make the line drawing we
keep in mind the line

describing the backbone,

in the study based on
stains the lines that serve-

as guideposts for the

drawing will be the dark

areas, while the light areas

will be left untouched.

2. Dragging the bar lengthwise we gel a thin line:

by dragging the entire width of the bar across the

page, we create a thick, ample line that immediately
reflects the texture of the paper.A correct use of the

flat bar allows us to render complex forms in just a

few moments. As we can see in this state, its interest

is purely constructive.The details are unimportant;
;ill that matters are the stains and the immediate

idy of the pose.

£| 2

a



I. Wc finish constructing the

igure with the length of the bar.

X/e have not until this point used

ines at all. In a tonal drawing, the

;rain of the paper and the pressure

)fone's hand give the figure its

ones. Depending on the force we
ipply to the stick, we vary the

tightness of the drawing. By not

ising lines, the lighted profile of

he figure is defined by its

ontrast. and the empty space or

ackground surrounding the

igure is represented with gray

latching.

3 Sanguine is usually

applied to

textured, bone-

colored paper.

. With every new stroke, the

revious layers ofshadow are

ltensified. 1 he spots arc especially

iteuse in the left-hand side of the

ody: the darkest shadows appear

n the arm, the abdomen, the

ead, and the neck. At this stage,

K combine the maroon stain

,'ith some stronger defining lines.

Jsing the point of the stick makes

easier to trace the final lines that

efine the figure's profile. In the

reliminary sketches, it is

ecessary to pay as much attention

) the dark areas as to the parts of

ic body with intense whites.

*-**s i
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FIGURE ,„«/, CHIAROSCURO

EFFECTS
TV

:

Once the outline and the preliminary sketch are done, wc can now
examine how to properly shade the figure.The first thing we must

take into account when drawing a figure with chiaroscuro effects is that

light does not envelop the entire body equally. One part of the body is

exposed to the rays of light, and it is here that the lighted area occurs,

while the other part of the body appeal's in shadow.To give shape to this

idea, Oscar Sanchis uses a burnt sienna pastel, which is sufficiently soft to

give its line a good darkness against colored paper.

fc*

1

2

1. The sketch of the model should be complete

before situating the lights, because the shadows
should be applied on a perfectly constructed sketch.

Shadows are distributed uniformly using the flat

side of the bar to mark off the lighted sulfates,

without applying excessive pressure, but allowing for

separation between objects and establishing the

middle tones in the drawing.

2. Alternating between the flat of the bar and the

lines, wc darken the previous hatching. For a

comparison of the different contrasts that appear on
the paper, wc can appreciate the darkest tone that

floods the background; the brightest, which is

represented by the color of the paper itself; and the

intermediate tone, that ofthe first, soft lines of the

first layer.



To create accent?,,

we can sharpen a

piece of white

chalk witli a

cutter, giving the

chalk a point

suitable for

drawing finer,

more precise

lines.

Using the flat of the pastel again, we finish

tending the background tones so that they

round the figure and create the atmosphere and
iaroscuro eftect.The lighted areas appear almost

touched, the same color as the paper.

To accentuate the brightest bursts of light coming
the candle, we color the lighted area with white

ilk and thus emphasize the effect of radiant light. If

apply this effect indiscriminately throughout the

nting, we can lose the luminous effect we were
iving for.

4
The final result shows that chalk can offer a great

lal richness that stretches the limits ofpictorial
ality.We have given nuance to the final texture by
ng a tortillon to smooth out the transitions in tone
1 the edges of the shadows.



7,c MALE FIGURE

1

WAIST UP
In this exercise we will work through drawing a male figure from the

waist up using charcoal and white chalk.The combination ofthese

two materials w ill allow us to study the incidence of light on the torso

and the application of a first modeling, albeit a very structuralist one.The

author of this drawing, Esther Rodriguez, shows us how to render the

anatomy and the play of light and shadow on a human torso in a very

effective, synthetic way, without tonal transitions, which can be of great

use to beginning artists.

2

V*

i

2. The sketch should give way to a first,

albeit tentative, tonal analysis with shadows:

but before this is done, each of the elements

of the figure should be perfectly well

defined and proportionate in relation to the

whole.

3. With the drawing secure, we can begin to add the

first darkened areas.These will allow us to study the

anatomy more deeply and accentuate the areas that

are exposed to light.The light source is on the right-

hand side, so we should begin drawing the dark areas

on the left with the charcoal stick laid completely

flat.

1 . Begin by

drawing the

outline with a

stick of charcoal,

keeping in mind
the tilt of the

shoulders and

hips.
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4

We must smooth the batching and control

/ spreading of the charcoal with our

gen, producing great swaths of tone,

loothing tends to connect different parts to

:h other, and thus achieves a unity in the

Lire and soft niodchni» on the reliefs of the

dy-

Starting from the previous sketch, a new
dy of the modeling allows us to analyze
1 figure's musculature.We draw the figure's

iter tones with a stick of white chafk. In

! way, the spectrum of tones is broadened
include both the lightest and darkest of
ys and the intermediate grays as well.

lite chalk should be used sparingly.

Use the tip of the charcoal to make sharp

» that define the figure's profile and
ltrast the hatching of the face, neck, and
torals.The direction of the light should be
died carefully so that all shadows arc

lated opposite the main light source.

m When smoothing

a charcoal

hatching, use

your fingers to

vary die intensity

of the tone.

5



77<c PROFILE:
,T/,< IMPORTANCE <,/ CONTOUR

In
this stcp-by-stcp exercise, vvc will see at the hand

of Marta Bru how to use a black Conte pencil to

draw a figure from a strictly linear point of view, with

no hatching whatsocver.The characteristics of die

line used to define the contour can transmit the

naturalness ofthe form, its materiality, surface texture,

and visual charge.To do so, all one must do is control

the width and intensity of the line on the paper.

1 . As opposed to other exercises, in this case we do not

begin the design of the drawing using simple geometric

shapes.Thc right outline is made dirccdy with the line of

the pencil, practicing a contour.These initial lines will be

very soft, which allows for easy erasure and constant

corrections.We must first draw the contours that are

essential to understanding and representing the form.We
will do whatever possible to use the fewest lines possible.

In the preliminary structure, it is important to consider

the zigzag form described by the body's posture, as we
can see in the sketch above.

2. Based on the previous sketch, we can construct the

whole profile ofthe figure linearly.The trace of the line

doesn't have to be continuous or have a uniform intensity.

A line can disappear behind a curve or be interrupted by

another contour. Although the true drawing of the

contour provides a single line value, the representation

gains expressiveness when we vary the width of the line.



Hi

i. We finish drawing the lines

ind internal contours that

lescribc the advance or retreat

)feach part and also the

wrticular character and tactile

;ensation of the clodiing.The

nterior lines accentuate the

:xpressivcness of the volume and

.oniniunicate the three-

limensional quality ofeach

brm in relief and the quality of

he modeling. Ifwe use a

nodulated line to give the line

Irawing the effect of volume, we
ihouldn't forget that the shaded

ireas will have to be expressed

with thick, intense lines, whereas

ighler areas will be suggested by

:enuous, fine lines.

3

In some line

drawings the

system used to

represent forms

recalls a

topographic map,

with different

lines indicating

different levels

and thus

representing the

relief of the land.



/CLOTHED FIGURE:
FOLDS ,„,/ TEXTURES

In
ilic following Step-by-Step drawing, Mercedes Caspar shows us how

to draw a clothed figure. Charcoal is one ofthe preferred media for

this exercise, because the combination of lines and tonal gradations that

it offers captures the creases and wrinkles in clothing.The drawing of

the figure, made on colored paper, is complemented by accents in white

chalk lo give it a more natural, three-dimensional look.

1. First we make a small, preliminary sketch of the

model. We begin by drawing the line of the backbone
and the oval of the head, and around this structure

she will insert the different parts of the body.Then,
using the length of a piece of white chalk, we
introduce skelchily the lights that give brightness to

the model's back.

2. The first lines on the paper should have a strictly

constructive function. We draw the line of the

backbone and the oval of the head. In a sketchy

manner, we resolve the profile of the body and the

position of the arms with little more than a curve and

an oval. We use the charcoal stick so as not to

overdraw, so we can then make corrections easily.

1

2



The lines of the outline multiply as we
tempt lo adjust the sizes of different

;as and give proportion to each pari of

e body. To this end, we have marked the

list line and the creases in the arms.The
awing ofthe contour should remain

ten, without connecting the lines

inipletely, so thai it leaves the option of
uncling our the form by hatching,

stead.

We use the flat of the stick, paying

cntion to the creases of the model's

ess. The accents in white chalk

inplenient the previous hatching,

'hlighting the texture and the

lumctric look of the clothing.

4
Working in greater detail and using the

ofthe white chalk, we render the details

the clothing. Recall that in order to

rentuate the texture of the clothing, it is

-fill to add a light hatching to the accents

d thus to clearly distinguish the light area

each wrinkle from its shaded part.The
d result is an excellent drawing that

ernates smooth blending and somewhat
rkcr, charcoal accents; the whole is

anccd with subtle accents in white chalk.

Once the

contours are

drawn, those that

will be

accentuated with

hatching should

be gone over

again with the

charcoal. We use

a tortillon to

make these first

hatchings and
spread the

charcoal pigim-m

on the paper. It is

enough to rub a

slightly dirty

tortillon on the

less lighted areas.

/ teW*Tv
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ODELING/^
FIGURE en PASTELS and CHALK

Pastels are usually combined with other drawing media such

as chalk or charcoal, to broaden their tonal spectrum.

Because of its color, a pastel is much smoother, brighter, and

warmer than charcoal. In the present exercise, Marta Bermejo

Teixidor shows us how to build the flesh tones of a model from

a combination ofpastel with maroon and black chalk.These

three colors combined with the white of the paper are more
than sufficient for making sketches, studies, and works that

require a detailed chromatic expression.

l.Just as we have done until

now, the outline is the first step

in making the drawing, a few

general lines in which we group

together simple geometric

forms that little by little will

take shape until they configure

the profile ofthe figure.

2. With small pieces of black chalk and pastels, we reinforce die

previous drawing, hatching in the empty spaces that envelop the

figure.When we make hatching with pastels or chalk, we will

always begin with a light touch and increase the pressure

gradually, using the lines ofthe sketch as a guide.

1

3. These first touches of chalk

should be added very carefully,

because there is no need to cover

the paper without first

considering the delicate play of

light and shadow on the figure,

thus avoiding covering its most

lighted areas.We dicn blend each

new addition of chalk into the

other colors using our fingertips,

to achieve an even tone and a

more pictorial effect overall.

3



. As we combine different layers of hatching

1 black and maroon chalk and pastel, we blend
le tones, seeking a volumetric effect. Ifwe
lend tones using a cotton rag, we achieve a

ifferent effect.The general tone of the blended
atchjng is darker than when we use a

ntillon. Nonetheless, it is these first, blended
atchings that we will use to represent the

liddle tones.The contrasts of the body should
: drawn progressively, finding the tonal values

feach plane depending on the light that falls

n each one of them.

Using an eraser,

we open up the

shine in the flesh

of the figure.

During the

process of

drawing, wc have

gradually created

smooth layers of
gray and reddish

dust that have

darkened the

tone of the paper.

The accents we
make with the

eraser heighten

the illusion of

volume in the

figure.

The final effect of volume is achieved

ack chalk, which creates the sharpest contrasts

tween light and shadow in the left-hand

ofile of the body, and which we use to draw
c projected shadows on the floor and wall,

he different smooth traces made with the tip

the chalk sketch the facial features and
stinguish the profile of the outline of the
;ure from the background, most visibly in the
>s.The end result is a drawing with clear

Clonal intensity.



The purposes of a line drawing are many, and they

vary depending on the artist: it can be a medium
for hatching, modeling, and tona] analysis or have a

purely descriptive role. In the following exercise we
will see, at the hand of Mercedes Caspar, how to use

a graphite pencil and develop the possibilities of the

line, with no smoothing whatsoever, to make a quick

sketch ofa female nude figure.

LINE DRAWING
o/ a FIGURE

1

.

The first step is to fix the most significant

contours, the lines that best capture the general

movement of the figure. In a preliminary study, dicre

is no need to trace a previous sketch—because the

sketchy nature of the study makes it unnecessary,

although it is helpful to make a mental calculation of

the measures and proportions of the figure.

2. Often, the design of the contour and the first

modeling lines are simultaneous.They both occur at

every moment, so a shaded area or volume can be
made solid by simply varying the strokes and

suggestion of the contour line.

-
V

'

d
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i. The general pencil lines are as much a way of
xpressing volume as they arc a general intonation of
base which we can then accentuate in significant

daces. As we draw we feel for the volume almost by
ntuition, applying more or less pressure to the pencil,

fwe grip the pencil fully on the inside of the hand,
ve can control the direction of the line and keep it

rom being too intense.

4. This drawing, based on some light

pencil hatching, suggests the profile of
the figure and the force of the masses,

without representing them with total

precision. It accentuates the volumes and
reliefs of the body while avoiding sharp,

chiaroscuro contrasts and observing the

unity of the form.

When an

abundance of

lines is the

dominant feature

in our drawings,

we should keep

the general

profiles from

getting lost by

marking them

wherever there is

a fold or a very

shaded area.



1

MODELING'
FLESHTONES

2

<^

Iiv-the nude figure, we encounter all oftheWoblems inherent ^h

representing the, flesh, which appears as a faiNtuniform surface; its

volumes are not evident, but we must grade thernN^grtheJgss.The

coloring of fleshVvhich at first glance appears uniforfci- throughout,

contains a series of nuances that are hard to appreciate by an eye

unaccustomed to: the properties of color.The goal is therefore to exercuj

our eye until we are able to see clearly where the volumes of the bocKe ,

are produced, and to bring them out by using color,just as Esther Qtivi

de Puig demonstrates in this exercise.

1. We make a sketch using

maroon pastel, profiling the

contour with' a firm, assured

stroke.The treatment of the figure

is quite free; there is a clear and

intentional disproportionally

between die tpp and bottom parts

of the body, so rendered to

achieve a greater expressiveness.

'^

2. Using the flat of the pastel we
apply a light pink tone diat will

correspond to the middle tones in

the drawing. Thgse first stains are

made quickly, but with confident

motions. /

3. The greatest difficulty lies in

grading the skin on the basis of

colors, because it means'we must

translate this monochrornfe. surface

into more pronounced volumes

and forms, based on differerirv

chromatic values. It isn't essential

to use the color spectrum ^""V
suggested by the color of the ^»

model—rather, we can use colors

far removed from the nuances of

the skin to create a dynamic work

through color contrast.

\



. Asyfre gradually cover the figure in color,

•e begin working on die. background,

ollow'ing the theme of Creating a chromatic
ibration -throughout the work, we make the

ackground ^jllow.The background color is

>read delicately in order to not disrupt the

Jges of the figure.The right profile of the

gure, the lower breasts, and the pubis are

nderscored with wide swaths ofmaroon so

lat some these parts of the figure do not
lurinto the background.We should grade

le figure s tones volumetrically in the same
ay that we would the curvature ofa vase,

/hen coloring where there is shade, the flesh

me becomes darker with the presence of
ues and maroons; where there is light, it

row brighter and warmer thanks to the use

Foranges, pinks, and yellows.

5

If your fingers are

dirty with color

and the next step

is blending a light

color, be sure to

clean them oft'

Willi a rag before

you do so.

After the liatching process, we sweeten the

ansitions between tones by smoothing the

sh tones with the pads of our fingers. Then,
sing die tip of the pastel, we redraw the lines

the face. Once the drawing is finalized,

ere Ls a visible chromatic variety in how we
ggest the color and quality of the figure's

in, as well as a tonal contrast between the

eas with shine and the darkest shadows.
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FIGURE ofaWOMAN ««/« GI RL

^//^ BEACH
Charcoal is a quick, direct medium. It is also among the most

spontaneous, because by nature, it can be used to make wide,

undetailed lines.The wide spectrum of possible tones is another one of

its attractions. In this demonstration. Mercedes Caspar makes a

composition oftwo figures with pronounced tonal effects that give a

great expressiveness to the drawing. It is necessary to pay attention to the

changing directions of the lights, shadows, and reflections on die face

and clothing, because these factors describe the volume of the bodies.

1

1. lb draw the body of the adult figure, we start with

an inverted cone; for the head, a circle. For the body
ofthe little girl, we draw a circle and cone on its side

to convey the projection of her shadow.We refine on
the contour, enising and doing it over if necessary,

until we adjust the initial geometric forms to a

preliminary sketch in which we can already begin to

see the outline ofthe adult figure.

Charcoal is the perfect medium for finding the

form without working on any of the details. With it,

we can stain the paper and trace the guiding outlines

of die two figures while comparing the proportions,

angles, and inclinations of the body.



We achieved the

effects of folds

and wrinkles in

the woman's dress

by adding

zigzagging hues,

with the point of

a charcoal stick,

on top of blended

shading.

9 2. Thanks to the sketching

we did in the previous step,

we were able to establish the

profiles of the figures and the

linear harmony oftheir two bodies

as a unified whole.The first hatching

completes the rounded outline of the form.

These first few hatchings, which will be very

crude, should be made with a flat charcoal b:

3. Using diick lines, we cover the background

with a soft layer of charcoal, which we then

smooth with our fingertips.We accentuate the

contrasts of the shadows inside the figure; we
can obtain uniform tonal gradations by

softening or lightening the hatching with a

tortillon.The background tone is an essential

reference point for giving greater or lesser

intensity to the hatching of the figures.

I

4. To finish the sketch of the ocean, it is

sufficient to add some more intense tones and

open some white areas in the crest of the

waves.We apply the soft, dense line of the

crumbling charcoal in the final stages of the

drawing, at the same time as we construct the

facial features and the creases in the clothing

with slight tonal contrasts.The finished drawing

shows a simplified tonal spectrum in which die

dark tones form solid masses to unify the

image.

*
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INTERIOR maA

ATMOSPHERIC FIGURE
The rich spectrum of tonal values that can be achieved when a figure

is integrated into the atmosphere that surrounds it can be enriched

even further using graphite pencils of different hardnesses. Even though

Carlant draws this figure in graphite, we might say it has an authentic

pictorial effect thanks to the atmosphere created by the grays. With this

outlining, its forms are not dosed unto themselves, but instead relate to

and meld into their surroundings, creating a sense of wholeness and a

unified intonation in the drawing.

1. The initial lines created

with an I IB graphite pencil

have an orientative character:

they first situate the

architectural frame around the

figure based on perspectival

lines: the frame of the window,
the angle of the wall, and the

stone bench. Onto these initial

geometric lines we layer those

ofthe figure in its correct

proportions—remember the

technique of drawing as if the

figure were transparent.

1

2
2. By holding the graphite

pencil horizontally, we can

quickly create an area with a

uniform tone, with no guiding

marks; we gradually fill in the

main dark areas, disregarding

the relief of the forms or the

outlines of the figure.The goal

is to create a diffuse stain that

shows the grain of the paper

underneath.

3. A tortillon will help us to eliminate any

semblance of lines in the hatching and
create smooth transitions between tones.̂

Ŝ
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. Placing the point a soft graphite pencil on its side,

ve use a rotating motion to gradually darken the

iterior shadows thai contrast with the outline of the

gurc. Most artists prefer to create the atmosphere of
he drawing using the texture of the paper, producing
highly accomplished gamut of tones. In reality, by
imply graying the paper with the tip of the graphite

/e develop different nuances in the hatching. Using a

radual hatching, we can obtain softly blended tonal

fleets. It is also possible to soften the tones by
nbbing with a fingertip. The spots of light on the

ice of the figure are achieved by opening up white
reas with a soft eraser.

5
. A drawing such as this one can be thought of as a

im ofoverlapping grays, each ofwhich leaves its

lark on the paper and makes the next layer

noother and richer; the final marks accentuate the

mdamental features of the figure: the texture of the

lothing and hair, the lead bars of the window, and
le configuration of the hands.

Many artists grow
accustomed to

using graphite

pencils of a single

hardness, sucli as

2B or 4B, and do
not exploit the

possibilities of

using a variety of

different grades of

graphite within

the same drawing.

The contrast

between the fine

lines of a 21

1

graphite pencil

and the dense,

black lines of a 613

yields very

attractive results.

« i . |
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PORTRAIT ofa FIGURE
///

To gain some practice with line and to demonstrate the value of
pentiinenti in drawing, wc will reproduce, at the hand ofCarlant

and using silverpoint, a female figure holding a dog. This is a method
that allows for few corrections, so if any mistakes are made, they must he

rectified by adding new lines. To do this exercise we need silverpoint,

available at any jewelry store, or we can insert a copper wire in a

mechanical pencil. We will select a rigid, fine-grain paper and cover it

with a layer of white iinc pigment or gouache.The first layer we apply

should be diluted with water; the second should not. Once the paper
dries, it is ready to use.

SILVERPOINT

>

1

1

.

We begin the compositional study of the model by
drawing masses based on simple geometric shapes: an
oval for the girl's head, a circle for the head of the

dog, and a few more curves and ellipses to describe

die location of the other members. After making a

geometric outline, we begin our first approach to the

forms of the model. This simple compositional and
outlining exercise should done on a separate sheet of
paper, because silverpoint lines cannot be corrected

once they are on the paper.

2. This preliminary study will ensure a more
elaborate drawing in which wc can clearly distinguish

the contours of the figure. If with other media, the

preliminary pencil sketches or oudines are never

definitive, when using silverpoint every line we draw
is permanent.

^
2



. Once the preliminary drawing is complete, we
radually shade in the different parts of the drawing,
pplying stretches of overlapping lines.The sharpened
Iver lead gives the drawing a very fine, detailed line,

erhaps die most delicate of lines possible in any
rawing medium. Silver/point lines can be erased to a

oint if they are made on an adequate surface, but
on't rely on this too much when drawing.

4
. The progression of dark shades depends exclusively

n the pressure we apply to the instrument, because
lverpoint doesn't come in different hardnesses or
radations like pencils do. Before finishing, remember
lat lines made with a silver cutter get darker over
me because they rust when they oxidize—when
ley come into contact with the air—-just as

Iverware does.

r

J

fci

If you wish to

accentuate the

texture and

direction of a

strand of hair,

take a blade and
practice adding

overlapping layers

of paint. The
results will

surprise you.

v
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elderly figures. 22

female figures, 17

limbs and. 30-31

muscle pairs. 17

Obese figures. 23

Open drawings, 71

Opening spaces, 1 17, 1 18-119

Ovals, 19, 20

Pastels exercise, 146-1 47

Pelvis, 34-35

Pentiinenti, 114, 115. 156

Phantom lines, 115

Point of view, 66-67

Poses

closed approach. 70-71

contraposto, 73, 132-133

countermolds for, 68-69

equilibrium of, 64-65

frontal view. 66, 67

gestures and, 63

motion and. 76-77

open approach, 71

profile views, 67, 1 42-143

reclining, 75

seated, 74

standing, 72-73. 132-133

studying. 66

varying point of view, 66—67

view from behind, 67

Praxitclcs's law, 14

Profile views, 67, 142-143

Proportions, 10-23

back side, 16, 19

basic human, 14-18

body height, 14

body outline, 16-17.19

children, 20-21

defined, 11

elderly figures, 22, 23

female figure. 18-19

foreshortening and, 69, 80-81, 134-135

of head, 26. 27

head-based. 14,15, 18.20

intuitive, 41

matching units, 15

muscle pairs, 17

obese figures, 23

synthetic contouring, 48—49

unit system, 15,42-43

Racial types, 125

Rear, view from, 67

Reclining figures, 75

Reflections, 87

Rhythm, 54-55. 102, 120. 121

Seated figures, 74

Seeing figures, 70-7!

Shading, 58

Shadow. .Sec Light and shadow

Silverpoint exercise, 156—157

Simple forms secret, 13

Single -line figures, 49

Skin qualities. 124 125,150-151

Smoothing, 111, 117

Soft hue, 56- 57

Spine. .Sec Back

Stability, of figure, 64

Stains, building on, 136—137

Standing figures, 17,65, 72-73. 132-133

Stroke direction, 93

Structure, of figure, 98

Studies, virtues of, 50 51

Stumping, 1 16

Successive images, 77

Symmetry, 65

Synthesis, 12,45,57

Synthetic contouring, 48-49

'tensions, 53

Textures/cfFects

accents, 112-1 13

artist resources for, 109

atmosphere around figure, 1 10-1 1 1

.

154-155

blending, 111,116-117

correcting. Sec Mistakes

expressive lines. 76-77, 120-121

folds, 99. 100-101, 102-103, 144- 145

hair, 122-123

skin, 124-125, 150-151

Tonal techniques, 85. .Sec also Light and

shadow

Torso, 28-29

Transparent drawing, 78-79

Unit system, 15,42-43

Values, studying, 91

Vanishing (fading) contours. 77

Volume

with accents, 112-11

3

effects of, 92-93

with hatching, 90-91

Waist, female figures, 1

8

Watercolor drawing, 59

White accents, 112. 113

White spaces, opening, 117

Woman/girl on beach exercise, 152-153

Wrinkles, 22, 102-103. See also Folds


